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Trade Unions in Singapore
“It is the consciousness of our being co-owners of the new

society we are creatmg that provides the drive for fulfilment.
In multi-racial countries like ours, trade unions have a special
role in building up this spirit of camaraderie amongst the
workers. Developing the economy, increasing productivity,
increasing returns, these make sense only when fair play and
fair shares make it worth everyone’s while to put in his share
of effort for group survival and group prosperity.”

— Lee Kuan Yew
Prime Minister, Singapore

W HAT ought to be the values and the goals of a trade
union in a developing society? Is it either feasible or de

sirable that trade unions in developing societies should blindly
imitate labour organisations in the advanced industrial count
ries of the West, in respect of their structure, priorities and
modus operandi? To adequately answer these questions, one
would have to ask yet another question: “What are the special
socio-economic and political contexts in winch trade unions
in the developing world live, and move, and have their being?”
(for what that may be worth!)

In order to answer these questions, we must allow a di
gression from the main theme of this essay. There is a funda
mental fallacy in judging the third world on the basis of the
standards, values and achievements of the advanced industrial
nations of the West. In the first place, all value judgements,
insofar as they relate to political and socio-economic con
ditions and circumstances, are relative, and therefore likely
to be biased and one-sided. If at ail there are seminal values,
they belong flot to the reaim of politics, economics and
sociology. They belong, rather, to the non-mundane spheres
covered by the great spiritual mentors of mankind, by figures
like Christ and Buddha, who speak flot of relative values,
but of fundamental and universally applicable values of good
ness, beauty, truthfulness and selflessness. Christ from His
cross did more to humanise Europe than all the politicians,
ideologists, churchmen and system-builders put together.
And the gentle voice of the Buddha, echoing down the centur
ies, has influenced individual human behaviour all over Asia
infinitely more than the entire glittering galaxy of emperors



and warlords, sultans and maharajas, pundits and mandarins,
taken together.

But leaving aside such universal and fundamental human
values, which are common to ail the great cultural traditions
and civilisations of humanity, East or West, let us take a
look at the lesser tribe of pontiffs and pundits of the West
who look at the rest ofthe world through coloured spectacles,
and naively presume to judge less fortunate societies on the
basis of current Western models of achievement (and, in some
cases, of failure), and standards of conduct. One encounters
such self-righteous but sadly blinkered types among Western
politicians, academicians and, for the purposes of this essay,
also among labour leaders. lndeed, the degree of self-righteous
ness would appear to be directly proportionate to the thickness

and opacity of the blinkers that are worn.
It requires only a modicum of history and of current

knowledge to topple these gentlemen from their fragile pe
destals of clay. Historically, one has to hark back no further
than some 200 years ago, to the beginnings of the Industriai
Revolution in England. Karl Marx, and several others after
him, have carefully and minutely documented the savagery
and inhumanity which characterised the period ofthe primitive
accumulation of capitai, involving the cruel exploitation of
the labour of men, women and children (and the even more
cruel exploitation of the subject peoples of the colonies),
and which lie behind the material affluence and moral pre
tensions of the modem West.

The mire and the muck from which the rose of modem
Western industrial civilisation has arisen is ail too easily forgot
ten. Also conveniently forgotten is the fact that large parts
of the developing world stiil live with the technology of the
pre-industrial Age. Nonetheless, they are expected to by-pass
the mire and the muck in which the modem West had its
origins, and to telescope within a decade or two the techno
logical breakthrough which took Western Europe a leisurely
two centuries or so of unparalleled mass exploitation, poverty,
and squalor; to achieve.

It is small wonder then that the initial euphoria which
attended the newly independent nations of Asia and Africa,
with their imitative panoply of parliamentary institutions and
Western standards, quickly gave way to disenchantment and
despair. Governments based on parliamentary institutions
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feu like ninepins, and gave place to military takeovers and to
one-party systems.

The brutal truth is that no developing country can hope
to overcome the most daunting problems of social and ethnic
inequalities, and of mass unemployment, poverty and squalor,
and make its way into the technological Age without in
dividual and social discipline, curbs on population growth,
accumulation of savings for investment whether by consent
or by enforcement, massive utilisation of technology transfers
from the industrialised nations, and a political leadership
committed to these goals and with a deserved reputation
for integrity and incorruptibility. In the absence of ail or even
some of these attributes, Western-style parliamentary institu
tions are doomed to collapse. In deed, this is precisely what
has happened in several parts of the so-called third world.
Goaded into the kind of desperation engendered by unful
filed expectations, the non-communist world has been con
sistently shrinking in area, while the communist and pro
communist world has been expanding.

Two roads to modernity are open to a developing country.
First, a socio-political system based on the values of political
democracy, of one-man-one-vote, and on the periodical ac
countability of those elected to goveru, to the people who
elect them. But neither the rulers nor the ruled in a develop
ing society, if that society is to pull itselfup by its own boot
straps as it were, can afford the looseness, the permissiveness
and the downright license which increasingly pass for “free
dom” in the Western world. Almost invariably, whenever a
developing society has based itself on the institutions of politi
cal democracy, but in the name of such democracy has con
doned the evils of corruption, knavery and nepotism at the
top, and indiscipline and permissiveness on the ground, the
way has inevitably been prepared for the more trenchant solu
tions offered by authoritarian ideologies.

And this brings us to the second road to modernisation —

the regimented totalitarian society, in which savings are en
forced, and in which the individual is subjected to the voice,
eyes and ears of some infallible “Big Brother”, in home and
offjce, field and factory, and in which the human spirit is
cribbed, crabbed and confined to the measure of a tryannous
and all-emcompassing doctrine.
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We in Singapore had thought that the choice for social
democrats in our part of the world was clear-cut and unam
biguous in the minds of our counterparts in the developed
West. Apparently this is flot so any longer. For there would
appear to be elements among West European social democrats
who find us wanting, because we dec1ine to do precisely
those things which would facilitate a communist takeover.

The choices exercised by social democracy in Singapore,

the originality of both conception and implementation in the
fields of politics, economics and social policy, are covered
elsewhere in this book. The rest of this essay will attempt
an evaluation of the role, significance and achievements of
organised labour in social democratic Singapore, in terms
of nation-building in a multi-racial society, and ofthe impera
tives of economic development in a small island-nation which
can boast of no natural resources apart from the industry
and the skills of hand and brain of its people.

First, however, a minor but important reservation must be
made. Unlike some of the self-righteous “know-alls” of trade
unionism in Western Europe and North America, who presume
to set the standards and values of trade unionism everywhere
else, we in Singapore do flot pretend that the structures,
concepts, and modus operandi we have developed are univer
sally applicable to trade unions in ail developing countries.
The size and conditions of developing countries vary far too
much to permit of any easy generalisation from the Singapore
experience. The modest daim might be made, however,
that the approach we have taken to the role and function of
trade unions in Singapore does have a relevance for those
developing societies which stii remain outside the totalitarian
fold.

Whatever the difference in structure, conception and exe
cution between our trade unions in Singapore and our counter
parts in the developed industrial democracies of the West,
there is one fundamental feature we do have in common:
our trade unions are freely elected institutions, with ultimate
responsibility to the workers whom they represent. Unlike
communist countries, trade union leaders are flot imposed
onto the movement from outside by political party or govern
ment. They are accountable, in the first as weIl as in the last
analysis, to the trade union ground which elects them to office.
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And this is the reason why the Smgapore trade union move
ment has iatural and fraternal ties with the free trade unions
of North America and West Europe, rather than with the com
munist-sponsored World Federation of Trade Unions.

Having said this, we may go on to observe, and without
apologies to our Western friends either, that we have neyer
been interested in casting ourselves into Western trade union
moulds. Our approach and policy choices were determined as a
positive democratic response to the continuing communist
challenge to a free, democratic, and non-communist society
in Singapore. It is a challenge which has increased in stridency
since the communist takeovers in Vietnam, Cambodia and
Laos in 1975.

The communists see trade unions as an instrument to wage
class war, and to overthrow an elected government. But
once they have achieved their goal, trade unions disappear,
to eventually re-emerge only as emasculated minions of the
totalitanan system.

One of the major policy achievements of democratic soda
lists in Singapore has been to eliminate acute class divisions
and dissensions within the Republic. Many developing coun
tries are plagued by prestigious parasites, who are content to
enjoy absurd privileges without doing much good to anyone.
Such minorities, privileged by virtue of ethnic origin, mem
bership of a feudal aristocracy or of money-power, constitute
a standing invitation of revolution.

The ossification of the class structure in Singapore has been
shattered by the high degree of social mobility assured by our
education system. We have no special schools for the privi
leged. Whatever the income level or social status of parents
may be, ail children attend the same schools. The end-resuit
of such a policy has been the emergence of a meritocracy
based on the principle of equality of opportunity, which
overrides ail the distinctions which rest on race, class,
colour, or creed. Thus, many members of the professional
and executive elite in the Republic today are the children
of the street hawkers and washerwomen of yesteryear. And in
most work-places, relations between production managers
and workmen are singularly devoid of the lcind of hostile
class confrontation winch characterises industrial relations
in a country like Great Britain.
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Communist attempts to exploit trade unions as agitational
vehicles for the conduct of a socially debilitating class war
have thereby been effectively pre-empted by the social demo
cratic policies of the political leadership.

Again, where the communists see trade unions in non
communist societies playing a negative and hostile social role,
the social democrats in the Singapore trade unions have trans
formed the movement into a vital and positive factor in our
country’s social and economic development.

While the institutional independence of the trade union
movement from both party and government has been scrupu
lously maintained, trade union representatives sit on the
following key statutory boards in the Republic:
(a) The Port of Singapore Authority
(b) The Economic Development Board
(c) The Housing and Development Board
(d) The Public Utilities Board
(e) The Telecommunications Authority of Singapore
(f) The Endustrial Training Board
(g) The Adult Education Board
(h) The National Maritime Board
(i) The Central Provident Fund Board

(j) Jurong Town Corporation

Thus, hardly anywhere else in the developing world has the
International Labour Organisation ‘s principle of tripartism
been so thoroughly and conscientiously implemented as it
has been in Singapore.

There is another tripartite institution in Singapore, the
National Wages Council (NWC), which was set up in 1972,
and on which trade unions, employers and the Government
have equal representation. Every year, the NWC studies the
performance of the economy in the previous year, changes
in the cost-of-living indices, the state of the investmnt climate,
prospects of new job creation in the current and ensuing
years to absorb young people who join the labour market,
and related matters. On the basis of this analytic study, the
NWC recommends, to the trade unions and to employers,
broad guidelines to govern wage increases for the year. The
annual NWC guidelines are flot mandatory. However, ah
collective bargaining takes place within the general frame
work they provide.
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If the performance of the economy justifies it, NWC
guidelines exceed the built-in annual increments for workers
already provided for in collective agreements. Fortunately
for Singaporeans, this is precisely what has happened every
year since 1973, and ail classes of employees, from top to
bottom, have thereby corne to share the fruits of economic
development.

Annexure XXV to my statement to the Socialist Inter
national contains the findings of an American group of econo
mists of the firm of Arthur D. Littie. These findings show
that, next to Japan, the workers of Singapore enjoy the
highest income levels in Asia. However, this is no cause for
elation. On the contrary, we are concerned that if wage
levels in Singapore become excessively high in comparison
with wage levels in nations with competing economies, Singa
pore-manufactured goods will be priced out of export markets.
It is simply a question of the economics of survival. Hence the
great insistence in Singapore that wage increases in the Republic
must, among other things, bear a relation to productivity
increases. Therefore, trade unions are, in their own enlightened
self-interest, in the forefront to the productivity movement
in the nation.

As of now, 574 freely negotiated collective agreements
are in force in the Republic. The minimum duration of a
collective agreement is two years, with a maximum duration
of three years. There are eighty-nine trade unions of emplo
yees in the Republic. Ail these are easily verifiable facts.

But Singaporeans have become highly dubious about the
commitment to honesty of certain groups in West Europe
who indulge in the most blatant falsehoods about the Republic.
What, for instance, are we to make of the May 1976 issue of
Labour published by the World Confederation of Labour
(the WCL)? This organisation is essentially a Christian labour
outfit, distinguished for its quite un-Christian propagation
of palpable falsehoods. Let us read what this journal says
in an article about Singapore, under the title: “Singapore:
The Position ofthe Working Classes”.! quote from the article:

“Collective bargaining agreements simply do not exist.
The workers are flot free to organise themselves. They have
no chance of doing so: trade unionism and all it entails
would put foreign investments in danger.”
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And this about a country in which 574 freely negotiated
collective agreements are currently in force, and in which
eighty-nine trade unions freely operate. What respect can one
possibly have for people who are capable of perpetrating
such brazen outrages against the truth!

The WCL and their ilk probably feel that they can get
away with lies about a small country like Singapore. Great
Britain, for example, is in a far more favourable position.
For flot even the biggest liars in the world can possibly hope
to convince anybody anywhere in the world that neither
collective agreements nor trade unions exist in Great Britain.
Tiny Singapore, however, is fair game for ail liars, big and
small.

Be ail that as it may, while collective bargaining continues
to be regarded as the primary responsibiity of trade unions
in the Republic, it has ceased to be the sole and exclusive
trade union preoccupation. The Singapore National Trades
Union Congress (SNTUC) recogniseci that if organised labour
was to exercise its rightful role and influence in society, and
if the potential of a free labour movement in an open society
was to be realised in full, it would have to develop its own
financial and human resources.

Dynamic projects and programmes were therefore formu
lated and lmplemented, with the resuit that within the space
of the last decade the face of trade unionism in Singapore
has been transformed beyond ail recognition. Our trade
unions are no longer the vehicles of pro-communist agents
furthering the aim of the Communist Party of Malaya, to
violently overthrow the elected Governments of Malaysia
and Singapore. Neither are our unions the weak, anaemic,
and disunited remnants which have neyer progressed beyond
passing fiercely-worded and negative resolutions denouncing
everything under the sun except their own inadequacies,
and which pass for trade unionism in several parts of the third
world.

Among the largest insurance undertakings in Singapore
today is the NTUC insurance cooperative, known as INCOME.
One in every three life insurance policies sold in Singapore
is an NTUC INCOME policy. The surpluses generated by
INCOME have been utilised for beneficial investments in
cooperative and other trade union projects.
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Again, in 1974, when worldwide inflation hit Singapore,
and food prices sky-rocketted, it was the trade union move
ment which played a major role in stabilising food prices
by launching a chain of cooperative supermarkets, known as
WELCOME. Five of these supermarkets, which enjoy an in
credible turnover, are in operation today. This number is
expected to increase to eight by the end of 1976.

The first full-fledged consumer movement in the Republic,
known as CASE (the Consumer Association of Singapore),
was launched in 1973 with the NTUC as founder member.

The NTUC has also embraced taxi-drivers in Singapore
within its fold. This was the aim of the trade union transport
cooperative, known as COMFORT, which today boasts a well
run fleet of 1,600 owner.driven taxis, 350 minibuses, also
owner-driven, and 28 shuttle buses. COMFORT’s objective
is that every taxi in Singapore should eventually be an owner
driven taxi, with seif-respecting taxi operators freed from
the exploitation of compradores and financiers.

Getting off the launching pad by the end of 1976 will be
the NTUC COMFORT Motor Workshop, which will service
and repair both the NTUC’s fleet of vehicles, as well as private
vehicles.

There are two other trade union cooperatives, FAIRDEAL,
which retails low-cost textbooks to schoolchildren, and
DENTICARE, which provides low-cost dental treatment
for workers and their families.

In addition, the SNTUC also runs a thriving travel agency
which is among the largest in Singapore — the NTUC Travel
Services (Private) Ltd.

Besides the abovementioned undertakings run by the
SNTUC, several affihiated unions also run a variety of multi
purpose cooperative societies which cater to the needs of the
members and their famiies. Indeed, one of the significant
trade union developments in Singapore is the increasing
extent to which the benefits of trade union membership
are heing extended to the families of union members. A vent
able cooperative commonwealth, collectively owned and man
aged by the trade union movement, has sprung up around
the NTUC and its affiliated unions.
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Ail these cooperative and other undertakings are flot,
however, regarded as ends in themselves. Rather, they are
conceived as a means to larger ends, embracing the totality
•of interests of the working population of Singapore. The finan
cial muscles and the professional skills which have accrued
to the labour movernent from the operation of such projects
have been utiised, among other things, for the following
purposes:

(a) The enhancement of the economic, industrial and socio
logical research facilities of the SNTUC, under highly
qualified persons, which are made freely available to af
filiated trade unions and other friendly organisations.

(b) The promotion of a wide-ranging series of trade union
education programmes, aimed at equipping trade union
leaders and rank-and-file members with a high level of
trade union consciousness, trade union skills, and with
the dernocratic values necessary to the efficient function
ing of a free trade union movement, sensitive to the needs
and priorities of an open society in a developing nation,
which has to make its way in the volatile and turbulent
milieu of Southeast Asia.

(c) The recruitrnent and training of a field force of trade
union organisers and officers, whose services are utilised
by trade unions in the spheres of collective bargaining,
industrial advocacy, cooperative developrnent, organisa
tion of women and youth groups, and of a variety of wel
fare, cultural and recreational projects.

As a resuit of the wide.ranging scope and thrust of trade
union interests, projects, and programmes, and of direct
trade union involvernent in the decision-making processes of
key areas of socio-econornic planning and development, the
labour movement has acquired a status and influence in the
public life of the nation, unheard of in most parts of the de
veloping world and, indeed, even in rnany developed countries.

Trade unions and their members have therefore corne to
possess a sense of belonging to their society and their nation.
They recognise that they are, in a very real and tangible
sense, the co-owners of society.

Neyer before has trade union membership stood so high
in the Republic, and the numbers keep on increasing. It must
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be borne in mmd that the overwhelming endorsement by the
workers of the objectives of the national labour movement
is subject to regular testing by secret ballot. The pro-communist
trade unions in the Republic have been routed time and time
again through recourse to the ballot box, when trade union
recognition ballots are conducted in places of employment,
in accordance with the provisions of the law, when rival unions
daim jurisdiction.

The trade union movement is also confidently aware of
the fact that no political group winch hopes to rule Singapore,
on the basis of the institutions of political democracy, can do
so without the support and goodwill of the labour movement.
For it so happens that probably around 70 per cent of the
total electorate in Singapore are wage earners or salary earners,
who could belong to one trade union or another.

Singapore is an open society, open to study, investigation,
and fair comment by open organisations in other open societies.
Like other trade union organisations elsewhere, we also have
our fair share of shortcomings and failures. However, it might
be justifiably claimed, without appearing immodest, that the
concepts, structures, projects, programmes and general modus
operandi developed by the free non-communist trade unions
of Singapore provide one of the few credible models for a
democratic trade union alternative in other third world coun
tries, which are similarly besieged by seemingly intractable
socio-economic problems, and by the blandishments of totali
tarian ideologies.
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An,.exure XXV
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COMPENSATION5 PAID UNSKILLED LASOR IN 1975-1980
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Note: Monthly Compensation as Graphically Displayed ii a Product of Wages Paid
in s Local Currency Times Prevailing Exchange Rates Against the US Dollar Year
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Annexure XXV
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FIGURE Ils-3 COMPENSATION5 LAID SKILLED PRODUCTION LABOR IN 1975-1980
EXPRESSE» IN COMMON CURRENCY (US$ PER MONTH)

9ncluding Wages, Fringe Benefits, and Bonuses.

Note: Monttsly Compensation as Graphically Displayed is a Prodact of Wages Laid
in a Local Carrency Times Prevailing Exchange Rates Against 11w US Dollar
Year-By-Year, Winch Allowed Espressing ail Wages in a “Common Currency”, Viz.
tins US Dollar.
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NOTE

For more detailed information relating to the concepts andprogrammes developed by the Singapore National TradesUnion Congress, the reader is referred to the following publications:
1 Why Labour Must Go Modem (The full report and documents of the National Trades Union Congress seminaron the “Modernisation of the Labour Movement”, held atTrade Union House, Singapore, between Sunday, 16November 1969 and Wednesday, 19 November 1969).Foreword by Dr Goh Keng Swee. First published March1970 by the National Trades Union Congress, Trade UnionHouse, Shenton Way, Singapore 1.

2 Towards Tomorrow. Essays on Development and SocialTransformation in Singapore. First published September1973 by the National Trades Union Congress, Singapore.3 Tomorrow — The Peril and the Promise. By C.V. DevanNair (Secretary-General’s Report to the 2nd TriennialDelegates Conference of the NTUC, April 1976). Publishedby the Singapore National Trades Union Congress.
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THE LEGISLATIVE BACKGROUND

The legislation on occupational safety is principally contained in the following
statutes(and the regulations made under them):

The Factories and Commercial Premises Act 1981; the Machinery Act
1950; the Bush Workers Act 1945; the Construction Act 1959; the
Accident Compensation Act 1972; the Coal Mines Act 1925; the
Mining Act 1971; the Explosives Act 1957; the Dangerous Goods
Act 1974; the Boilers, Lifts, and Cranes Act 1950; the Shipping
and Seamen Act 1952; the Quarries Act 1944; the Health Act 1956
insofar as it relates to occupational health (see Section 5A); the
Petroleum Act 1937; the Geothermal Energy Act 1953; the Electricians
Act 1952; the Electric Linemen Act 1959; the Agricultural Workers
Act 1977; the Electrical Wiring Regulations 1976; and the Electrical
Supply Regulations 1967.

The Department of Labour has the largest overall responsibility for the prevention
of accidents in industry. The principal statutes it administers are: The Factories
and Commercial Premises Act 1981, which is concerned with safety, healcn, and
welfare in factories, offices and other undertakings; the Construction Act 1959,
which covers safety, health, and welfare 0f workmen on construction work as defined
in the Act; and the Machinery Act 1950, which is concerned with the inspection of
all machinery (with some exceptions covered by other legislation) in work places
and the safety of persons working with such machinery. The departrnent also
administers regulations under these Acts, and other statutes dealing with specific
spheres of occupational safety, health, and welfare, e.g. the Bush Workers Act 1945,
the Agricultural Workers Act 1977.

In addition the department supervises more than 1225 coi lective agreements
and awards, many of which include specific safety, health, and welfare provisions
relating to particular occupations and processes.

The administration of this safety legislation is based primarily on regular
inspection of work places and requisitioning for improvements, together with
investigation of reported breaches of legislation by employers and workers and
investigation of a large number of accidents including serious and fatal
accidents in industries coming within the scope cf the legislation. The
department employs some 194 inspectors of factories (including 14 who specialise
in bush undertakings), together with some 58 safety inspectors appointed under
the Construction Act 1959, all of whom are qualified by special examination.
Their work is substantially preventive. The department also engages in a large
amount of occupational safety education.

A Joint Committee on Occupational Health and Safety of the Departrrients of Labour
and Health and the Accident Compensation Corporation ensures that the educational
work in this field is co—ordinated and that unnecessary overlapping of functions
is avoided.
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Mhnvty Act - The Machinery Act 1950, with certain exceptions, applies to
ail machinery and places an obligation on the owners of machines to securely
fence moving and dangerous parts. The Act also covers amusement devices, which
require a certificate from a registered engineer that the device is mechanically
and structurally safe for the purpose intended. The Act aiso requires the
testing and certification of tractor safety frames used in agricultural
operati ons.

Contucton Act - The Construction Act 1959, the provisions of which are in
addition to and flot in substitution for the safety provisions of any other Act,
promotes the safety and welfare of persons engaged in construction work, a
description which covers a wide variety of work including new construction,
maintenance, and demolition of buildings, roads, harbour works, railways,
canais, bridges, dams, pipelines, earthworks, etc. Certificates of competency
are issued after examination to scaffolders, safety supervisors, and construction
blasters.

A register of suitably qualified construction divers, crane operators, and
construction riggers is maintained.

ExosLves and VangJtow Good’s Ac,t

Ministry of Transport: Saety o Sp - A substantial portion of the Shipping
and Seamen Act 1952 is concerned with the safety of ships and those who sail in
them. This Act contains the necessary authority for implementing the provisions
of the International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea 1960 and the
International Load Line Convention 1966, to both of which New Zealand is a
signatory. Both conventions deal principaliy with ships engaged on international
voyages, but the Shipping and Seamen Act 1952 also contains provisions concerning
the safety of ail other ships plying in and about New Zeaiand coastal waters.

- The Ministry of Transport is responsibie for promoting the safety
0f aircraft and crews engaged in private and commercial carnage of the public
and commercial carnage cf goods, including agricultural aviation.

8oLv.s, L-LIÇ-tS, ctnd Cne, - Ail boilers and power cranes are inspected and
certificated once a year and lifts twice a year.

Ministry of Energy - The Mining Act 1971 and the Quarries Act 1944 make
provision for the safety cf persons working in mines (both underground and
opencast) and in quarries. The definition of a quarry covers the construction
cf electnic power generation works, dams for public water suppiy, tunnels, and
opencast coal quarries.

The ministry is also responsible for the administration of Acts designed to
ensure the safety of electricai apparatus and installations andof electrical
wcrkers.

Ministry of Works and Deveiopment - On each major construction project the
Ministry of Works and Development appoints à senior technical officer to act
in the capacity of safety officer.
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Occupationai Heaith Centres - The Department of Heaith provides occupational
heaith centres at strategic points in Takapuna, Auckiand, Rotorua, Mount Maunganui,
Petone, Weilington, Christchurch and Dunedin.

The two principal pieces of Legisiation are the Factories and Commercial Premises
Act 1981 and the Accident Compensation Act 1972.

THE FACTORIES AND COMMERCIAL PREMISES ACT 1981

The section of this legisiation dealing with safety, health and weifare commences
with the foliowing statement:

“Safety generaily - The occupier of an undertaking
shaH take ail reasonable precautions for the safety
and heaith of workers, and persons iawfuily on the
premises of the undertaking.”

Subsequent provisions include:

Protective Clothing and Eguipment

“The occupier of an undertaking shah provide for
workers who are engaged in any process or activity
that involves a risk of bodily injury to them, or
a danger to their heaith, from fiying particles or
fragments, or from fahiing objects, or from scaiding,
corrosive, irritant, toxic, or explosive substances,
or from electro-magnetic or ionising radiation, or
from any simiiar cause, such protective ciothing and
equipment as may be necessary to afford them reasonabie
protection against that risk or danger.”

Carrying of Heavy Loads

“No occupier of an undertaking shah require any worker
to lift, carry or move any load so heavy that its
lifting carnage or movement wouid be iikeiy to injure
him.”

Cleanhiness

“The occupier of an undertaking shah ensure that that
undertaking is kept clean, free from any nuisance, and
free from any smehl or leakage from any drain or
sanitary convenience.”

Overcrowding and Airspace

“(1) The occupier of an undertaking shah ensure that
no part of that undertaking is so crowded as to cause
the risk of injury to the health of workers.

(2) Without himiting the generaiity of subsection (1)
of this section, a room in an undertaking shaH be
deemed to be crowded as aforesaid if the volume of the
room, measured in accordance with subsection (3) of
this sectior is hess than a volume cahcuhated on the
basis of 12m” for each of the workers emphoyed in it
at any one time.
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(3) In calculating the volume of any room for the purposes
of subsection (2) of this section —

(a) No space shah be taken into account unless it
is kept properly lit and ventilated, and kept
clear from ah materials, goods, and tools,
other than those actually used or required by
the persons employed in the room; and

(b) No space more than 4m from the floor shaH be
taken into account; and

(c) Any gallery or mezzanine floor forming part cf
the room or opening onto the room shall be
treated as if it were partitioned off from the
remainder of the room and formed a separate room.”

Ventilation

“The occupier of an undertaking shall ensure that each room
in the undertaking is sa ventilated as ta -

(a) Provide a supply cf fresh air sufficient for the
workers using the room; and

(b) Carry off and render harmless, so far as is
practicable, all steam, fumes, dust, and other
impurities, arising in the course cf the work
done in that undertaking.”

Lighting

“(1) The occupier of an undertaking shaH ensure that -

(a) There is sufficient and suitable highting, whether
natural or artificial, in every part cf that under
taking where workers are employed or pass; and

(b) AH artificial lights in that undertaking are sa
placed and shaded that no worker is subjected to
any avoidable glare.

Atmospheric Conditions

“(1) Subject to subsection (2) cf this section, the occupier
cf an undertaking shall ensure that there are provided in
each workroom situated in that undertaking means that are,
having regard te the processes and activities carried on in
that workroom, effective and suitable sa to control -

(a) The temperature; and
(b) The humidity arising from any process or activity

carried on in that undertaking; and
(c) The air velocity; and
(d) The amount cf radiant heat; and
(e) The quantity cf fresh air -

in that workroom as to ensure that workers employed in that
workroom work in reasonably comfortable atmospheric conditions.”
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ACCIDENT COMPENSATION ACT 1972

The three main objectives 0f the legislation are:

(a) To promote safety in every walk of life;

(b) Ta urge forward the concept of prompt and effective rehabilitation of
ail peopie injured by accident sa as to restore them to the fuliest
physical, mental, social, vocationai, and ecanamic usefulness 0f
which they are capable; and

(c) To provide prompt, fair, and reasonabie compensation so that every
accident victim will be treated according to his reai needs.

Cover, embracing ail three objectives, extends to virtually everyone in
New Zealand, from the smallest child to the oldest citizen.

Accident prevention, which is of great importance to the Accident Compensation
Corporation, is promoted by a safety division which aims at co-ordinating
existing organisations and maintaining its own advisory programie.

Under the Act, the Corporation has “an active and co-ordinating raie in the
promotion of safety”. Objectives of this role are to:

Avoid human suffering

Prevent wastage of manpower and sa assist efficiency
and productivity.

To do this, the Corporation seeks change in everybody’s attitude ta accident
prevention, ta implant awareness of why and especially how to prevent accidents
and minimize the effects of injury which does occur. Efforts to achieve this
inciude the following:—

Advising on methods of injury avoidance, safety systems,
safety management

Stimulating exchanges cf view on safety

Disseminating safety information, using ail media and
techniques

Canducting and sponsoring safety campaigns

Supporting the work of reievant interests

Researching accidents, injuries and occupatiorial disease.

The Corporation has 43 safety officers operating from 12 centres throughout
New Zealand. The fieidwork is directed and monitored by the Head Office,
Safety Division. ACC activity invoives ail areas - work, home and recreational;
in bath sectors - public and private; at ail levels - central and local
governmerit, management, unions, organisations, groups, schools ... The
Corporation has advisory groups - including occupationai safety, home safety
and rural safety - to inform and guide it on particular needs.

Accident prevention work usuaily achieves results graduaiiy, not immediately,
as a resuit of advice, instruction, demonstration and display. This is sa
particuiarly with the Corporation where the accent is on education and on
the integration and support of safety efforts generaiiy, flot on coercion.
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As society becomes more complex, so accident risks multiply. Since inception,
however, Corporation accident prevention work such as courses, talks, and
visits to plants and schools had contacted an estimated 180,000 people. They
have received added awareness of the need for safety, most 0f them able to
conTnunicate this to other people. ACC publications on accident prevention and
allied matters, with frequently pioneering emphasis on the and especially
the how of accident prevention, have been sought by an even greater and
increasing number of New Zealand arid overseas interests and individuals.

Geographic/Climatic Influences

New Zealand consists 0f two main islands situated between 34 degrees ta
47 degrees south latitude and has a land area of 27.1 million hectares. No
part of New Zealand is more than 130km from the sea. Daily weather patterns
are dominated by eastward nioving anticyclones and troughs cf low pressure.
Winds from a westerly quarter prevail in ail seasons. Mean temperatures at
sea level decrease steadily southwards from 150C in the north to 12°C in the
centre (Cook Strait) then te 9°C in the south. January and February are the
warmest moriths and July the coolest. Humidity is commonly between 70 and 80
per cent in coastal areas and some 10 per cent lower inland.

The following table provides in summary the
the three major cities in New Zealand:

Âniiuaf Avvtag€

main ciimatological elements for

A.L’ Trnpeiza.twt (V€’t CL44itô

ALttiide Vay4
(m€.t7LSJ (1.0 ns

0k ,n0Le)

Rn
Vay4

(5.0 ,,,

on. neon.e)

Man VoJlu

M€an
Temp. Jan JuL

Aucki and

Wellington

Chri s tchurch

49 140

126

7

124

85

67 2140

68 2014

37 1985

15,4 23 14 16 8 27 3

12.5 20 11 13 6 26 1

11.7 22 11 12 1 32 —4

The Employment Background

1ndw.t’te. &‘wu.p M02e4 Fema2e4
(000)

104.4
9.0
4.5

26.2
0.7
0.3

Too2

130.6
9.7
4.8
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Primary industry
Agriculture, hunting, and fishing
Forestry and logging
Minîng and quarrying

117.9 27.2 145.1Total, primary industry
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Indtji-&e G’cou.p Ma-ee Fema2e
(000)

To-aî.

60.0 14.3 74.3
15.5 31.6 47.1
20.6 2.7 23.3

25.6 9.7 35.3
19.4 7.9 27.3
8.7 1.7 10.4

25.2 4.4 29.6
20.4 3.3 23.7
9.5 5.8 15.3

18.9 2.8 21.7
3.8 2.5 6.3

Manufacturing -

Food, beverages, and tobacco (inciuding
seasonal workers)

Textiles, clothing and leather
Wood and wood products
Paper and paper products, printing and

publishing
Chemicals, petroleum, rubber and plastics
Non—metaliic minerai products
Metai products and engineering
Machinery (exciuding electrical machinery)
Electrical equipment
Transport equipmerit
Other manufacturing

Total manufacturing

Electricity, gas, and water

Construction

Wholesaie and retaii trade, etc -

Wholesale trade
Retail trade
Restaurants, hotels, etc

Total, wholesale & retaii trade,
etc

Transport and communications —

Trans port and storage
Communications

Total, transport & communications

Finance, insurance, etc -

Finance
Insurance
Real estate and business services

Total, finance, insurance, etc

Commuriity and personal services -

Public admini stration
Sanitary services, etc
Education services
Research and scientific institutes
Health services
Other community services
Recreational services
Personal and household services

Total, community and personal
servi ces

227.6 86.7 314.3

13.6 1.8 15.4

86.3 5.7 92.0

45.1 15.6 60.7
68.1 61.5 129.6
15.0 23.1 38.1

128.2 100.2 228.4

65.5 10.9 76.4
19.6 14.4 34.0

85.1 25.3 110.4

12.3 14.1 26.4
8.9 5.7 14.6

26.4 19.6 46.0

47.6 39.4 87.0

36.3 22.5 58.8
4.2 3.4 7.6

27.8 40.1 67.9
3.5 1.6 5.1

18.8 53.1 71.9
7.3 9.8 17.1

11.2 5.5 16.7
21.6 11.2 32.8

130.7 147.2 277.9
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Armed forces

Estimated labour force

Unit Size

9.3 1.0 10.3

846.3 434.5 1280.8

94% of ail New Zealand factories employ a workforce of less than 50.

86% of ail New Zealand factories employ a workforce of less than 20.

There are only a handfuil of ergonomists practising professionaliy in New Zealand.
Qualifications in ergonomics can only be obtained overseas. Those obtaining
qualifications in ergonomics find that rewards, opportunities and recognition
are greater outside New Zealand. There is no university in New Zealand offering
qualifications in ergonomics aithough ergonomics lectures are offered as part
of other disciplines (psychology, engineering, architecture, etc).

Job design in New Zealand fails to managers, engineers and industrial engineers/
work study practitioners. In many instances those with university training may
have received some basic instruction in ergonomics.

Training in ergonomics forms part of the training for industriai engineering and
is practised by industrial engineers (and managers) often without realisation
that ergonomics is being applied.

In New Zealand most of the professional industrial engineers belong to the
Institute of Industrial Engineers (which is associated with the New Zealand
Institute cf Management). Corporate membership of the Institute of Industrial
Engineers is just over 200 and these are graded into Associate Members, Members
and Fellows. New members are expected to have graduated by attending technical
college courses and passing examinations set by the Institute.

Ergonomics features as part of the method and study unit of the basic industrial
engineering course. It is also deait with more comprehensiveiy in the Management
Services Diploma course - which is a more advanced course set up by the Institute
of Industrial Engineers in conjunction with the educational authorities.

The problem cf industrial engineering is (by degree) that cf ergonomics in that
the number of trained personnel applying their discipline in the workplace is
small. Numbers have in fact decreased over recent years. The workforce is
small in number, production units are small in size and plant designed for long
production runs must operate in conditions dictating low volume and short runs.

The term ergcnomics” is unfamiliar to the workforce. One consultant ergonomist
has pointed out the frequency with which he must repeat the name of his science
(regularly misheard as economics) and having established the word must then
explain what it means. A man can go anywhere and say he is a doctor or an
architect and immediately establish his credentials. A man ciaiming te be an

-8-
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ergonomist is in for a long conversation. Similarly any pamphlet touching on
ergonomics is obliged at the outset to explain what ergonomics is. As examples
refer to attached pamphlets:

“The Ergonomics of Machine Guarding”
published by New Zealand Department of Labour

“You and the Way you Sit”
prepared by the N.Z. Accident Compensation Corporation

Considering the importance of the science to the wellbeirig of every individual
(inside or outside the workplace) it is unfortunate that it is encumbered by
such a title. The alternative “Human Factors Engineering” is much more commercial.

The New Zealand worker is independent minded and self sufficient. Faced with a
set of stairs with the rises built at varying heights you could say to a New
Zealand worker that ergonomics was not taken into account in the design. He very
likely would reply ta you that “neither was common sense”.

Undoubtedly, the principal problems of an ergonomic nature in the New Zealand
work environment are:

(1) The lack of professional people who are trained in and who are
applying the science in the workplace.

(2) While New Zealand has considerable advantages through relevant
legislation and other factors which I shaH touch on, managers
and workers broadly are not consciously aware of the existence
of,the meaning of, and the advantages of Human Factors Engineering.

(3) Thus workers (whether or flot their job has been designed to take
into account human factors) are in their minds at least modifying
themselves ta the machine.

The primary responsibility for improving and making the workplace safe must lie
with management. The education process however must caver everyone in the
workplace, with the aim of creating an informed workforce. Everyone needs ta
be aware that dangers exist and can be eliminated, that processes can be improved
ta everyone’s benefit, that the workplace can be made a better place in which ta
be.

“The pathway ta control must be paved with awareness.”
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New Zealand is advantaged by the industrial legislation outlined at the
beginning of this paper. The Factories and Commercial Premises Act (and
associated legislation) places a clear responsibility on the employer to
create a safe working environment. The legislation is policed by trained
inspectors from the Labour Department. The legislation requires the employer
(whether he has heard of ergonomics or flot) to take into account human
factors within the workplace. Apart from regular inspections cf the workplace,
the Labour Department produces a large range cf pamphlets on workpiace design
and on industrial safety. As exampies, refer attached pamphlets:

“Planning the Workplace”
“Atmospheric Conditions in Factories”
“Noise”
“The Ergonomics of Machine Guarding”.

The Labour Departinent carnes eut detaiied inspections te estabiish the cause
of ail accidents of a serious nature and requisitions alteration te work
practice or introduction/alteration ta guarding to prevent reoccurrence.

The Accident Compensation Act is legislation of which New Zealand is justifiabiy
proud. The safety and accident prevention emphasis of the legislation creates
an educational base to inform management and the workforce of the dangers that
exist and of the steps that can be taken te remove danger. The Accident
Compensation Corporation makes active use cf ergonimists in the production cf
its material (refer attached example pamphlet, “You and the Way You Sit”;
attached poster, “Cut the Stress”; attached pamphlet, “How te Prevent Back
Injury”), and as participants in safety and accident prevention lectures.

Secondary industry in New Zealand has grown essentially since the Second World
War and has been growing considerably over the last few years. Traditionally
dairy, meat and wool products have been the basis cf New Zealand’s export trade
but this has changed te include manufactured goods, forest products, textiles
and engineering products, which has risen from 5% cf total exports in 1966 te
23% in 1980. In tenns of persans employed, manufacturing represented in 1980,
with 24% cf persans employed, the strongest individual business sector of the
1.2 million streng New Zealand labour force. For comparison, the farming sector
employed 10% of the total workforce. Thus manufacturing plants in New Zealand
tend te be of comparatively new construction. Statistics given early in this
paper show how the New Zealand workplace consists mainly of small units
employing smali numbers of employees. Such units could neyer carry a
practising ergonomist and generally will net have an industrial engineer/work
study practitioner. While these are obviaus disadvantages it must be pointed
out that these small units, because of the level of participation and discussion
tend to be high on application cf “common sense” methods and approach.

Nevertheless, a recent major study carried eut by the Engineering Department of
Auckland University on behaif of the Department of Scientific and Industrial
Research en cemponent handiing in the New Zealand Manufacturing Industry made
the following ebservations:

“The main source cf all problems is considered te be an
inadequate planning and management function within the
cempanies. About 43% of the handling problems analysed
showed basic erganisational problems which could be
impreved through quite small capital investments. They
would respond te better training of staff, a more
disciplined workforce and improvements in the overall
planning. Te improve the other 57% of the problems
analysed, greater investrnents would be necessary which
would result in an excellent return on investment.
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This investigation has shown that there is an excellent
potential for improvement in the component handiing function
0f the New Zealand manufacturing industry. A very large
fraction of the total area of improvement may be classified
as basic organisational problems. They demonstrated that
approximately 43% of the total number of problems analysed
require only minor capital expenditure and offer a short
term payback period.

They include:

- lack of planning of overail material handiing function;

- inappropriate stock control;

- unnecessary rehandiing of componentry;

- componentry put in transport way or machining area;

- unmarked transport and machining areas;

- non-ergonomic design workplaces.

To solve the other 57% of the problems mentioned, namely;

— unsuitable storage systems;

- lack of storage space;

- unsuitable transport means;

- inappropriate machine tool loading arid unloading;

- possible industrial robot application;

- feeders and specially designed equipment needed;

- multiple tools preferable;

- alternative machinery better;

usually requires more substantial investment.

It is significant that the main source of ail probiems are
management responsibilities. They include inadequate planning,
and arise from a lack of qualified staff with full time
responsibility in component handiing and in overali industrial
engineering tasks.

In 57% of the companies analysed the design of individual
workplaces was found ta be unsatisfactory. The criticised
workplaces are mainly concerned with product assembly, and
are operated eight hours per day. Because of this high degrees
of utilisation, they offer a potentiai for substantial savings.
So far New Zealand management has flot sufficiently recognised
this opportunity for effecting savings. The low percentage of
manufacturing engineering offices or of persons responsible for
the design of workplaces and equipment, are reasons for the
present situation. Also, hardly any time and motion study
specialists exist in the investigated companies. To improve
the ergonomics of workplaces seems to be one of the major tasks
for the future.”
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Under the Accident Compensation Act the first week of compensation for a work
accident is paid by the worker’s employer. Compensation under the Act is only
paid by the Accident Compensation Corporation in the case of accidents involving
more than one week off work. Thus, a great many accidents do flot feature in
the statistics compiled by the Corporation. Their statistics cnly caver accidents
involving compensation paid by the Corporation. Those facts emphasise the reaiity
behind the following statistics.

In the 1980/81 year, compensation was involved for:

8131 injury cases from lifting or lowering
1251 injury cases from stacking/uristacking
1093 injury cases from carrying
5681 injury cases from handiirig.

Back injury is one of the most common forms 0f work injury suffered by New
Zealanders. A great deal of accident prevention education has been directed
towards the reduction of back injury without producing appreciable changes in
the incident of such accidents. Much of that education has been directed at
teaching people how to lift. (Refer attached poster and pamphlet from the
Accident Ccmpensation Corporation).

As a resuit 0f research, a vast amount of information now exists on back
pathology and spinal mechanics yet stiil the injury toil goes on. The eduction
on lifting techniques must continue but the need now is ta switch emphasis on
ta looking at the work environment ta determine whether in any given situation
the need ta lift exists at ail. Design out unnecessary lifting and bending.
Order deliveries/make deliveries in packages capable of being lifted in reasonabie
safety.

The practice of teaching people how backs and spines function and consequently
how they should lift is already well established. What is needed is the ciimate
of mmd to accept that despitethat training people will stili lift and carry
and lower and handie in ignorance, and that therefore, the workplace must be
tailored and changed in recognition of the fact that a worker wiil commit
unsafe acts.

The total incarne cf the Accident Compensation Corporation for the year ended
March 1982 was $242,388,617 of which $174,967,836 was received in levy form.

Ail employers pay a levy based on a percentage of their payroli. The levy
varies from industry to industry based on the nature (and accident record)
of the industry.

Examples:- Woollen Mills $1.30 per $100 cf payroil
Sugar Refining $1.25 per $100 of payroil
Clerical Work .50 per $100 of payroll
Furniture Manufacture $1.50 per $100 of payroii.

The Accident Compensation Act provides for the following:

“Subject to any regulations madeunder this Act,
the Commission may from time ta time, after
having regard ta the accident experience of an
employer or a self-employed persan as compared
with the general accident experience of employers
or self-employed persans in the same class cf
business and such other factors as it considers
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relevant under the circumstances, in its discretion and
on such ternis and conditions as it thinks fit, by notice
in writing te the employer or self-employed person
concerned: -

Either pay to the employer or seif-employed person a
safety-incentive bonus of such amount as it thinks
fit (not exceeding 50 percent cf the amount cf annual
levy on earnings as an emplayee, or as the case may
be, earnings as a seif-empioyed persan that thatemployer
or self-employed persan was last hable ta pay immediately
before the date of that notice), or permit the employer
or self-employed person to pay a rebated rate of levy
(flot being below the normal rate for his class by more
than 50 percent), on the earnings for such period as
the Commission specifies.”

(The Act also provides for the imposition of penalties on employers with an
accident history which is worse than the general accident experience of
employers in the sanie industry class).

As yet, there has been little experience cf payment back ta industry af the
safety incentive bonus. It is critical that this section of the Act should
come into play. It is exactly this type cf incentive that wihl encourage
industries ta focus an planning the workpiace on job design and on the
further development cf their existing safety programmes.

The introduction of new technoiogy, particuiarly as it relates te micro
electronic developnients, has seen considerabie emphasis placed onthe
ergonomic aspects associated with the change. Predominantly this has
focused on the white cohlar sector (both private and state employees) and
the relevant unions have been active in ail aspects cf change attributabie
to new technology. The initial involvement cf unions originated in concern
over redundancy and loss of job oppartunity and has extended ta retraining,
wages, health, safety, workplace design and sa on.

The Arbitratian Court has determined that any decision by management to
introduce technological change into the workplace is a decision far the employer
and that that decision is flot an industriai matter in terms cf industrial
relations legislation.

A number 0f awards naw include basic provisions concerning the introduction of
technological change. An exampie is from the New Zealand Ciericai Workers’ Award:

“TECHNOLOGY

40(a) When an employer is considering the introduction
of new computer techriolagy (including word processing
machines) the emplayees likely to be affected by any
decision arising therefrom will be first advised.

(b) When an employer has decided ta introduce such
technology the employer concerned shah consult fuhly
with the employees affected and the representative of
the union.

(c) When the introduction of such technology will resuit
in redundancies, the employer concerned shah notify the
union ta enable discussions on redundancy ta take place.
Such notification shall be in accordance with Clause 39
(Redundancy) cf this agreement.”.
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Beyond that, there are many cases where more detailed agreements have been
entered into between individual employers and unions, examples of which
are attached ta this paper.

Refer:- “Air New Zealand Ltd Clerical Workers’ Voluntary
Collective Agreement”

‘P.S.A. and S.S.C. VDU Agreement”

NOTE - This is an agreement between the Public
Service Association and the State Services
Commission and relates to government
employees.

It will be seen from both these agreements that considerable emphasis has
been placed on the ergonomic aspects of the work. I have stated earlier that
there is much that needs to be done in the field of ergonomics in the broader
working scene in New Zealand. The introduction of silicon chip technology to
the New Zealand “office” environment has been the vehicle that has brought
ergonomic awareness with it for the employer, for the white collar worker,
for the companies selling the technology and for the union representative.
Inevitably, this has tended ta create a climate of belief that an ergonomist
is a persan who designs comfortable chairs but that is simply a growth pain
that will pass.

Problems associated with the ergonomic aspects of the introduction cf new
technology were and are basically those that stem from lack of knowledge.
It is accepted that an operator will function more efficiently if he/she
is comfortable but given that the office already had desks and chairs and
painted walls before the installation of VDU’s a manager may well wonder
at the need for changing those items now that the VDU has arrived.
The often adversary raies of union and management have at times, made difficuit
the reaching 0f agreement on matters such as work break time necessary as a
consequence of the advent of the new technoiogy where that subject is one on
which neither manager nor worker representative may have particular expertise.
Cleariy, knowledge and understanding and acceptance is growing rapidiy in this
area and that must prove of real benefit subsequentiy to the broader workforce
and their empioyers.
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Actual hours of work in dveloping countries

Explanatory note

The length of time v;orkers spend on the job is one 0f

the most basic conditions of their einrloyment. It determines

the time they will have available for rest and recovery, for

leisure and family activities, for seif-improvement and for

participation in the religious, cultural, social and political

life cf their locality and country. It is hardly surprising,

then, that economic progress is usually accornpanied by a

shorter viorkv.reek and an-increase in weekly rest, annual leave

and holidays.

In developing couritries, there are strong reasons to

expect that v;orking time -rjll often be very long: low incomes,

the weak bargaining positions of many workers, shortages of

skilled workers, the need to assure full use of equipment and

plant capacity, less stringent or poorly enforced legislation.

On the other hand, there are as well many arguments

in favour cf shorter hours: poor nutrition or health 0f many

workers, difficuit living conditions, arducus work, climate,

hazardous or unhealthy i.vorking environments, etc. These

factors are complicated by the existence cf high rates 0f

unemployment and underemployment with accomanying intermittent,

casual, temrorary, seasonal or otherwise irregular patterns

cf work.
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Lost cf the existing knoledge about the actual length

cf time vrcrkers spend on the job is in the form cf fragmentary

observations cf labour insrectcrates about the observance cf

legislative provisions, scattered collective agreements,

occasional officiai statistics (often restricted to smali

segments of the labour force) and the comments or daims of

various observers, including organisations of employers and

v.’orkers. There is relatively systematic information avail—

able on legislative provisions and partial information on

provisions of collective agreements,1 but almost l this

information relates to normal hours cf work, which can be quite

far from actual hours of work in practice. The Yearbook of

Labour Statistics2 publishes average hours worked (or paid for)

where regular national statistical series exist, but few

developing countries are included. bIoreover, legislation,

collective agreements and national statistics often fail to

cover precisely those occupations, enterprises,

industries, localities, etc. where actual hours might be

expected to differ moet from the average.

From a policy point cf view, additional information on

actual hours of work would be very valuable. This information

could be used to help monitor the observance cf legislation,

identify abusive situations, clarify the extent cf under—

employnient, analyse labour productivity and in general

contribute to setting social goals and ascertaining the

extent of progress toward them.
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more “typical11 than the average: in this hypothetical

exainple, haif the workers vorked 48 hours or more and haif

worked 48 hours or less.

It shuid be clear that neither the average nor the

median shows very much from a policy point cf view. No

only do they fail to reveai very much about long or short

hours it can be very misleading to compare averages with

each other or to interpret changes in averages without additional

information. For exainpie, a rising average could resuit from

a reduction in involuntary short—time work or an increase in the
hours.

working time 0f v;orkers v/ho were already exreriencing very long/

Even in the bar chart, much information is missing. We

•know that 35 per cent cf the orkers fall into the category

of 46 to 55 hours per week, but this is a relatively broad

category. We know nothing about the arrangement cf time

within the week ‘(iength cf the working day, heurs spent on

meals or breaks, weekly rest) or over longer pericds (holidays,

annual leave). Iiost important cf ail, the differences between

industries, occupations, enterprises, the public and private

sectors, etc. do net appear.

-
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Survey 0f existing data

As a first step toward clarifyirg the situation v;ith

respect ta actual hours cf work, a systematic search for

existing d’ata will be undertaken. Some cf this information

will be available at ILO headquarters in Geneva. The

statistics collection and other sources in the library, files

kept by the Conditions of Work and Life Eranch, etc. will

therefore be examined. However, a preliminary search bas

revealed that most of the available information on hours of

work in developing courttries concerns legislative provisions

or statistical averages. Very fev examples cf the kind 0f

distributional data desçribed in the hypothetical bar chart

above are available in C-eneva. Such information as is

available has usually een gathered through ad hoc surveys in

specific industries or localities or in the framework cf large

labour force surveys undertaken at long intervals. Only

rarely are such surveys restricted to hours cf work. Most

are undertaken by central statistical offices, planning

ministries, World Ean.k tearns, etc. concerned with manpower

and ernplcyment and caver working time only incidentally. G-iven

the lack 0f full statistical data, in many developing countries

the situation with regard ta actual hours cf work can only be

desoribed with partial data or indirect indicators.

In view of the paucity cf information in Geneva, ILO field

offices will be asked to undertake a search at national level

for additional information. The likely sources of such
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information and the main types of information sought are

summarised in Figure 2 below.

Figure 2: ‘Information search at national level

Likely sources:

Statisticai offices; planning

ministries; manpower depart—

ment s; empi oyment/manpovier

planning/iabour statistics/

social security/labour

administration experts; 1Torid

Baicteams; reports or tudies

from ail the above.

Information sought

di stributionStatistics on the

_____________

of hours of work, househoid

surveys including questions

on working time, enterprise

statistics reporting hours and

overtime: if possible by

industry and iDy size of enter—

prise.

Employers’ and workers’ Information on hours cf work

representatives. in specific sectors or

industries, collective agree—

ments, problems with enforce

ment of legislation.

N.E. 0f course ail the sources shouid be asked about ail the
different forrns cf information sought. The figure mereiy
iliustrates the more likeiy resuits. Other sources should be
checked as weli, especially when recommended by one cf the

above exampies.

Labour and factory inspecto—

rates, Departments cf :

industrial relations, labour

institutes, labour administra

tion/occupational safety and

health experts.

Studies on working conditions

which include working time,

indications cf groups which

have particulariy long hours

(e.g. workers outside the

scope cf legislation).
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Pield studies

PieldL studies will be undertaken to provide in-depth

information on specific situations and to explore the desira

bility or ffectiveness of concrete measures which haire been

taken to reduce hours 0±’ work or to assure that hours are not

excessively long.

ach f.ield study will concentrate on actual hours of work

in the context cf a specific industry and locality. Ey

choosing a locality in which aparticular industry is repre

sented by several en-uerprises, it should be possible to compare

and cross-validate data gathered from different sources.

In addition, some Qf the field studies will relate to a

.specific attempt to maké an improvement or evaluate a proposed

change.

The reports of the field studies will be divided into three

main parts:

(a) background report. This will cover national

legislation; national, industrial and if possible

district statistics; relevant collective agreements

or standard practices; enforcement of labour

legislation; information on the local population,

• etc. (15—20 pages).

(b) A field survey. This will provide data on 35 enter-
prises (standard fors to be prov-ided) and from 120

personal ihtcrvies at homes 0f wor:ers or key informants

(standard forms to be provided).

(c) An analytic report on possible means cf improvement

and related constraints, if possible based on actual

cases (15—20 pages).

I—w
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Int’ernational comparative studv

The information above nu serve as inputs to an inter

national comparative study on actual hours 0f nork in developing

ccuntries.. A preliminary outline of this study is appendd.

In addition to the national data and field studies, the

comparative study will rely on analyses cf the relationship

between hours 0f work and productivity, fatigue and other

factors.

1
D. iJaric: La durée du travail dans lpays en voie de

déveloprement (-eneva, ILO, 1981).

2
ILO: Year’oook cf Labour Statistics (C-eneva, ILO, 1981

and previous years).
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Annex

Actual hours of work in
developing countries

Preliminary outiine cf an international study

I. Definitions and scope of the studr.

A. Definitions cf normal and actual hours cf work.

E. The scope and distribution cf hours cf work in

developing countries.

C. A preliminary definition 0f excessive hours of

work and exploration cf the scope cf excessive hours

in developing çountries.

II. The context cf worring time.

A. Torker characeristics, incomes, nutrition,

health, living conditions.

E. Worlcing environment.

C. Additions te working time (transport time,

domestic work, etc.).

III. Pressures favouring longer hours cf work.

A. Iow incomes, weaI bargaining position cf

workers.

E. Need te assure full use cf equipment.

O. Shortages 6f skilled ‘vorkers leading te overtime.

D. Seasonal ;ork, intermittent work requiring long

naiting periods.

E. Exclusions from legislative protecticn; problems

cf enforcement.

P. Per capita taxes employment security legislation,

legislative provisions which do mot apply belov.’ a

certain size cf enterprise and other incentives te
employers to resort te overtime rather than hire
additional workers.

I
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IV. Pressures for the reduction o±’ hours cf work.

A. International labour standards and other forms

of international pressure.

E. National legislation and its enforcement.

C. Trade unions, collective bargaining.

V. The relationships bet’veen working tirne and economic

nd social variables.

A. Productivity.

E. Incomes and ernployinent.

C. Fatigue, uiunet needs for nutrition, accidents,

absence of leisure, absenteeism.

VI. Field studies.

yII. Conclusions, suggestions for action.
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Pield studies on actual hours cf won:

NATIONAl BACKGROUNI) REPORT

The national background report presents a decniption
t

of the national situation concerning hours of work and related

quections. It will provide the necessary context for analysis

0f the field survey and the case studios which follov,’.

The first section cf the national background report will

cover national legislation and its enforcement. Einphasi is

to be placed on those legislative provisions which tend to

limit actual hours cf ork (normal hours, restrictions on

overtime, overtime preinium, minimum daily and v.reehly rest,

holidays and annual leare) and on any exceptions which allow

longer hours for particilar industries, small firins, specific

occupations, etc. Th coverage of enforcement will give

basic data on the inspectora-te (number 0f inspectons, nuihber

of inspection visits per year, geographical distribution cf

inspectors) and an analysis 0f the main problems II faces

(e.g. toc few inspectors, complex legislation, lack of

transportation, insufficient proeecution or penalties).

The second section will provide basic data on enijloymerït

and conditions cf v:ork (where they exist). Particulanly

important are data on the industrial structure 0f employment,

on the number and total employment 0f enterrices of vanious

sizes, on wages, on industrial accidents and diseases and

of course on hours 0f v.’ork.

The third section will supplement the available statistical

information on hours cf work by reference to collective
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agreements, standard practices, studies, etc. ,I should aïo

contain information from the organisations cf eLapioyrs and

workers and from the government regarding the situation, trends

and potenia1 for imirovement concerning actual hours of work.

A final section will present any information vhiich is

available on the relationship cf actual hours cf v;orl: to

incomès, productivity, health, safety, employnient or otiier

variables which relate te the desirability or feasibility cf

ina}ing improvements. This section should summarise any

relevant existing studies.
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Field studies on actual hours of «.‘or

DESIGi’ 0F TIIL FIEL]D SURVEY

Introducti on

The fleld survey involves the collection of data on

actual hours of wcrk and related subjects through the use cf

questionnaires. Two questionnaires will be used: Form E

(Enterprise Questionnaire) and Form Vi (‘.‘;orEer Questionnaire).

TEe first will be used to gather information at enterprise

level, primarily from management. TEe second will te used

to gather information directly froin workers and will only te

used outside enterprises.

The field survey report will te completed by two other

reports in order to make the complete field study. TEe

first cf these is a bakground report covering national

legislation; national, industrial and if possible district

statisties; relevant collective agreements and standard

practice; enforcernent cf labour legislation; information

on the local population; etc. TEe second report v’ii1

examine possible means of improvement and related conotraints

on tEe basis of case studies. TEe field survey vill contri—

bute to these two reports by providing relevrit statistics

and exainples. In addition, it v.ill be tEe subect oï’ a

separate tabulation and analysis.

Choice of industries and
selection cf enterprises

Form E will te used to gather information on 70 enter—

prises in five industries. For each iridustry large

enterprise (100 or more workers), tom mediun.— od unterprises
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(20 to 99 vorkers) and six smal]. enterprises (iess tian 20

employees)should be included. The industries chosen should

be ve11 represented in the country and should account for much

cf the couitry’s employ-inent. The texti’e and garrnen, food

and drink, furniture and wood products and metal product’s

industries are likely choices among manufacturing industries,

followed by chemicals and chemical products. Amon other

industries, construction i.s particularly important and trans

port or mining could be considered. The final choice cf

industries should depend rnainly on the employrnent structure

cf the country. If one industry is particularly dominant

and accounts by itself for a substantial proportion cf national

employment, the number of enterprises in each size category

for the industry may be doubled (ta 4,8 and 12 respectively)

and only four industries covered (but stili 70 enterprises).

Alternatively, it may be desirable to subdivide a particularly

important industry (e.g. by separating the textile [iSIC 321]

from the garment [ISiC 522] industry).

Once the industries are chosen, it is not possible ta

substitute one size cf enterprise for another or an enterprise

in one industry for an enterprise in another.

The enterprises themeelves should be chosen in a random

fashion. For the medium and large enterprises it may be

possible te use lists from government agencies or employers’

associations and then te maIre a random selection within the

size category. For the small enterprises(if many enterprises

are flot registered)it may be necessary to pick ranciom geographi

cal areas and then search for enterprises.



Selection 0f workers

Plie worker interviews are meant to gather information on

ixidividual workers in addition to the information in Form Z.

In addition, hey serve as a check on enteririse—provided dat.

Six workers should ‘De selected from each large enterprie,

thiec frorn each mediurn—sized enternrise and four from each small

enterprise. They should ‘De selected randomly from a list of

neronne1.

The interviews should ‘De carried out outside the enterprize

oxid the workers should ‘De assured that the information they give

b confidential. The information collected from v:orkers will flot

be rerorted ‘oack to enterprises in any form.

If a randomly—selecte& v:orer refuses to make an ap.pointment,

lie should. ‘De replaced with another randornly—selected v;orker.

Supervision

Data collection should ‘De carefully supervised. Plie

supervisor should, among other things, reconduct a randora sample

of the interviews fœ’Doth Form E and Form 7 to assure accuracy.

Summary cf data te ‘De collected

SLIAIJL ENTERPRISES
(less than 20

workers)ÏIIDUSTRY FOPJJ

EEDIULI—SI ZED
ENTERPRISES lIARdE. ENTERPRISES
( 20—99 viorkers) (100 viorkers or more

E

C

D

E 6 enterprises 4 enterprises 2 enter nises
vr 12 workers 12 v,Torkers 12 viorkers
E 6 enterprises 4 enterprises 2 enterprises

‘‘ 12 workers 12 workers 12 wcirkers

E 6 enterprises 4 enterprises 2 enteipiises
12 workers 12 viorkers 12 v.’oxZ:ers

E 6 enterprises 4 enterprises 2 enterLrises
\‘I 12 workers 12 workers 12 •.vorkers

6 enterprises 4 enterprises ‘cnteipriscs

V 12 workers 12 worl:ers 12 viorkers
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Tatulation

Separate forma will be provided for tabulation’purposes.

C

p



Field studies on actual hours 0f work

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR INTERVIEWD

The purpose of the interviews is to collect data on

actual woiking time and related matters by filling out

ouestionnaires. The data vi1l be used along v.’ith other

information in the preparation 0f a report and la-ter in the
preparation cf an ILO international comparative study.

Confidentiality. This information is confidential.

Neither the narnes cf individuals nor the narnes 0f enterprises
vill ever De used. No one v:ill De told what any specific

lerson reported to an interviewer. The interviever should
maJe this very clear at’the start cf each interview. If the

•respondent is worried tiat information will De given to lais
supervisor or to the lbour inspectorate, he or she cannot De
expected to ansvier the questions correctly.

Accuracy. It is very important. te De sure the information
je accurate. The following steps will help:

(a) Be patient. Allo’:; the respondent to thirik, te aeh
ouestions, to check v:ith sorneone else if necessary. If the

respondent seerns confused, go over the question again in

diuferent viords.

(D) Conduct tue interview in surroundinds wheï e the

respondent feels at home and :here interruptions are unlikely.

(c) Eefore going to the next question, think about tue
anewer to ma}:e sure you understand what is meant and that it

is reasonable. If something seerns wrong, go over il again

carefully viith the respondent. Do not accuse the respondent



0f lying if you think his answer is inaccurate; give Iiia an

easy way to change his mmd.

(d) De sure to write legi’oly and to check o-ver the

completed questionnaire before leavinp for any niissed questions

or incomplete answers.

Preparation. Practice using tire questionnaire before

actua}ly starting your first interview. You siiould put

each item into your oï’n v;ords and be readyfor any Questions

about it.

Problems. If it becomes obvious that an interviev; will

give inaccurate or largely incomplete resuits, cancel it and

replace it vith another cf the sane type. keep a record 0f

the nuinber 0f times this isdone.

If there is a problem vrith a specific question, attach a

note 0f explanation to the completed questionnaire.

Do not give the questicnnaire to someone to fui out

himself. Write down each answer yourself before going on to

the next question.

‘-J
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Fiol otudiec on actuai o1ri oi v.ork
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.O J: : ENTER]iI S QUEJTIOAI iE
-

Refore using this nuestionnaire, please refer to the note

on the Design of the field survey” and the “General instruc—

tions for interviev;s”. his questionnaire should be filled

out only by the interviewer. The information is confidential.

The main source 0f information should be management, but the

managers should know that a separate.o1estionnaire exists for

v;orkers and should be encouraged to answer with a v;orker

representative present.

Country:

_____________________________________

Research institution:

________________________

Case No.

Interviewer:

__________________________________

Date

_______________

Iame of enterprise:__________________________

Address or location:_______________________________________________

Industry:

____________________Size

of firrn:

______________________

* * * * * * * * * -X- * * * * *

A. GENZLAL INFORJ1ATION ON THE ENTERîNISE

Al. Nain goods manufactured:

_________________________________

A2. First year 0f business operation:

_____________

i. ::arke-t

/7 dornestic only

/7 domestic and exrort

/7 export only

i4. umber cf employees:

Pull—time employees:

______

nersons (made:

_____

, female:

_____

)
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}art—time emloeo3:

_______eron

(male:

_____

,female:

_____)

Are there variations by season or other reasons in the
-numbarof employees?

/7 yes no

(describe:

_______________________________________________________)

A5. Number of school years attended by the majority of
production worker:

__________________________years.

6. Iength 0f employment of typical production worker:

yale: about

_________year

Pemale: about

___________years.

A7 I-revalent xvage system for production workers:

/7 simple piece rate

7 other piece rate or incentive system

/7 hourly rate

// daily rate -

/7 v:eekly or rnonthly v;ages

/7 others

(De scribe:

___________________________________________________

)
A8. JDaily earnings of a typical v.rorker (specify the job titie):

Iale: Earnings per week. Job titie:

______________

Female:Earnings per week. Job titie:

________________

A9. elfare and other services provided by the enterprise:

/7 medical services (doctor or nurse present)

/7 supply 0f v.ork clothes/uniforms

// daily transportation service

/7 nursery/crèche

/7 canteen
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/7 shover/bath facilitis

/ dormitory (hostel) (about persons)

/7 cornpany—ovzned houses/fiats (about persans)

/ others (Specify:

________________________________

AlO. Incarne guarantee ±n the case of sick leave:

/7 not provded

/7 provided (Specify conditions and arnount:

)

Ail. Trade unions:

7 not present

/7 present Number of unions:

_______________

Percentage of
workers in union(s):_____________

A12. Average percentage of workers absent from work on a typicai
work day.

Approxirnately

__________

.iain reasons of absence (Note: if there are any seasonai
trends, piease describe):

________________________________

A15. Aproxirnate rate of labour turnover 0f production ernployees:

Approxirnately

______persons

per rnonth

(or

______persans

per year)

B. VORKING TIME

Bi. Pays of business operation per veek:

/7 5 days

/7 5 1/2 days

/7 6 days

/7 7 days, v:ith interruption

/7 7 days, continuous
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132. Nurriber of days usually :orkeij a production v’orker:

- days per veek.

135. Ilours cf standard work veek: ‘. hours.

134. Normal hours cf vrk: (use 2400 time, e.g. 1.00 p.rn. =1300)

________to ________

(Saturday:

_________to

)
begin end

‘Vith rest period(s) and rneal breaks 0f

begin end

_______minutes

( to________ )

________minutes

( to_________ )

________ninutes

( to_________

135. Shift systern:

/7 not applied (skip 136 to 1310)

/7 arplied (fui in 136 to 1310)

136. Hours Neal breaks

Morning shift:

_____to______

( to )
Afternoon shift:

_____to_____

( to )
Night shift

_____to_____

( to_____ )

137. Do v;orkers ever work tv:o shifts in the same day?

/7 yes

______________vzorkers

;vork tro shifts on a
typical day.

/7 no

138. Total nurnber of shift vsorkers:

___________persons

(male:

_____

, female:

________)

Total Nale Female
In tro shifts on a
rotation basis:

______

(___________ ,

_____________)

In three shifts on a
rotation basis:

_____

( ,
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In permanent afternoon
shift:

____________

,

___________

)

- In pemnent night
shift:

_____

(____________ ‘

___________

In other types of
shift systems: t

____________

‘

__________

)

P9. IDescribe the usuai pattern of rotation 0f shifts for a
viorker:

_____________________________________________________

(Example: in the case of a three—shift system with
rnornin [LI], afternoon [A] and night [N] shifts
and restdays [R],

MIJIDIrMMRAAAAAARNNNN1I R
[v:eekly rotation]

or

1.1 LI E A A A R N N N R R [rotation by 4 teams]).

BiC. [hift premiums: /7 yes /7 no

_________

for afternoon shift (in adaition to normal
wage)

for night shift (in addition t normal v;age)

Pli. Averae number of hours worked per production worker per
vieek inciuding overtime):

Roughiy

_______________hours

per v;eek.

P12. Entitiement to paid annuai leave:

_________days

per year.

P13. Entitiement to paid public holidays:

______days

per year.

P14. Overtirne premium: /7 yes /7 no

____________I

(in addition to normal vJage)

P15. Does any worker or group of orkers have longer hours on
average than the typical production vorker?

/7 yes Number of v:orkers

_____________________

Job ( s) vhi ch are c arri e d
out during the extra hours

__________

Extra hours per week

‘ ‘,+ fl n n n tr n n n ,.rn n]—
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B16. Eourz of vork, overtime and pay i the E1ot recent week
(or paT period, if di’fferen).

}Iours ,eriworke/Wage z Iper worker

Tob classi— No. o Over— Overtime
fication vzorkes Normal time hase premium otal

.‘
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E17. Are there any setting up, .clea.ing up or ot}ier tasks

- whichae done before or after the paid vmrking hours?

/ /yes / _70.

If yes, how long do these tasks take?

___________minutes

per day. ]Describe the tasks

__________________________

,B18. Are there any other factors which add. ta the length cf

the working day (transport ta o rom work sites in

addition ta normal commuting time, particularly dirty

work requiring washing..ip on the workers own time, etc.)?

/ yes - / no

If yes, how much time is required?

__________minutes

per

day. Describe the factors which add ta vorking time:

C. VJORKIN ENVIRONI.ŒNT

The purpose of this section is identification of any jobs

which are particularly heavy, hot, unhealthy, dangerous or

dir-ty. Bath questions ta management and workers and observa

tion ai’ the workplace should be used.

Cl. How many jobs are carried out in particularly hot or

humid conditions?

___________jobs.

Describe the conditions

(e.g. next ta a furnace, inside a hot shed)________________

C2. How many jobs are carried out with exposure ta particularly

hazardous conditions (loud noises, chemicals, dangerous

equipment, dusts, fumes, possible falling abjects,
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insecure ladders, etc.)

________jobs.

Describe the

conditins:

__________________________________________

G-ive any avai1abl information on accident rates or

industrial diseases:

________________________________

C3. How many jobs involve particularly hear labour (lifting

• heavy objects, xvork in avkward positions, etc)

_______jobs.

Describe the conditions:

___________________________________

04. For any of the jobs desibed in Cl, C2 or C3, are there

any extra work breaks?

__________extra

breaks totalïng

_____________minutes

during the work day.
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Field studies on actual :our
of v:orl:
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FORIJ rQJT1T) QUESTIONNAIRE

Before using this questionnaiç, please refer to the note

on the Design of the ield zurveyt’ and the “General instruc

tions for interviews”. This questionnaire should be filled

out only by the intervi’ewer. The information is confidential.

The main source of information should be workers interviewed

outside their place 0f work.

Country:___________________________________

Research Institution:

_____________________

Case No.

_____________

Intervi ewer:

_________________________________

Location 0f workers’ home:

______________________________________

Date 0f initial contact:

_______________

Time:

________________

Date of interview:

______________________

Tirne:

______________—

Industry: Size 0f lirm:

________________

* * * -X- * * * * * * * * * *

A. INPOPJ.T ION ABOUT T VTOREER

Al. Sex /7 male /7 female

A2. Age:

_____________years

A5. Education:

_____________years

A4. Sise of household adults and children

A5. ‘:ages:

______________uer

veek (on average)

A6. Total household income

______________per

week (on average)

A7. Proportion 0f total household income spent:

onfood__________ on housing

__________
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A8. IJember 0f trade union? /7 yes r7no

A9.- Ernpied by (company name)

_____________________

AlO. Job titie/description:

___________________________

Ah. Lmployed at company for

________years

(or

_______months).

IJ2. Usually vorks:

/7 about the same hours as the typical production
worker in his enterrri

hours per vreek more

hours per vieek less

E. IIFOREJiTION OZ THE OJŒR ‘S FJE2RISE

Bi. Number of employees:

Full—time empioyees:

_______persons

(male______ , female )

Part—time emrloyees:

_______persons

(male______ , fernale )

Are there variations by season or other reasons in the
number of employees?

/7 yes /7 no

(descri’oe:

_____________________________________________________

)

E2 . Number of years of school attended by the majority of
production worJers:

________________years.

E5. ïength of emnloyment of typical rroduction v;orIer:

Bale: about

_______years

Pemale: about

______years

L. Prevaient wafe system for production ‘,orkers:

/7 simple piece rate

/7 other piece rate or incentive systein

/7 hourlv rate



/ daily rte

/ vieekiy or monthiy ‘‘:ages

/Z7 others

(describe:

____________________

)

B5. Weekly earnings of typical vorker (specify the job title),:

Male: Earnings per week. Job title:

_______________

Female:Earnings per week’. Job titie:

_____________

B6. ‘b7e].fare and other services provided by the .enterprise:

1/ medical serdes (doctor or nurse-present)

1/ supply of viork clothes/uniforrns -

/ 7 daily transportation service

/ / nursery/crèche

/7 canteon

• B8 . Trade unions:

/ / not present

/ 7 present Number cf unions:

Percentage of

workers in union(s):

I

I / shower/bath facilities

r / dormitory (hostel) (about persons)

r / company—owned houses/flats (about______

/ / ‘ others (Specify:__________________________________

E7 . Ineoiue guarantee in the case of sick leave:

r / not provid&d

/ 7’ provided (Specify conditions and amount:

_______persons)

)
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E9. Average percentage of vror]:ers &sent from work ona
typical viork day. •‘ ‘

Appnximately

Liain reasons of absence (Note: if there are any seasonal
trends, please describe):

________________________________

BiO. Approxirnate rate f labour turnover of production employees:

Approximately persons per month

(or persons per year)

C. TOiLKII TLE

Cl. Pays worked per vieek:

/7 5days

/7 5 1/2 days

/“7 6 days

/7 7 days

02. i-Tours viorked per week:

_________

05. Normal hours cf work:

_________to

-

begin end

v:ith rest period(s) and meal breaks cf

begin end

_________minutes

( to )

_________minutes

( to________ )

_________minutes

( to )

04. Are shifts vîorked?

/7 yes /7 no

If yes, what is the shift system vorked?

7 twc shifts vïith rotation

/7 three shifts nith rotation

/7 permanent day shift

/7 permanent afternoon shift

/7 permanent niht sJift

_________hours

(use 2400 time, e.g. 1.00 p.m.=l500)

(Saturday:

_________to

)
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05. Shift Prerniurn3:
-i

_________

for afternoon shift (in addition to normal
wage)

_________

for night shif t4 (in addition to normal wage)

06. Are tv;o shifts erer viorked the same day?

/7 yes

_______timesa

month

no

07. Entitiement to paid annual leave:

_______days

per year.

08. Entitlemen-t to paid public holidays:

_____days

per year.

09. Overtime premium:

/7 yes /7 no

___________

(in addition to normal wage)

010. Vfhen overtime is worked, is it usually (check both if
appropriate):

/7 after work for

______hours

a daT

/7 on a rest day or holiday for

_____hours

Cil. Typicai weekly pay

Basic vage

+ Overtime pay

+ Shift premium

+ Other payments______________ (Descri1e:

________________)

Total

— Deductions__________________ (Describe:

___________________

)

Net pay___________________

012. Are there any setting up, cleaning up or other tasks
which are done before or after the paid vorking hours?

/7 yes /7 no

If yes, how long do these tasks take? minutes per
day. Describe the tasks

_________________________________
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013. Are there any other factoç ich add to the length of
the working day (tianspot to or from vork sites in
addition te normal commuting time, particularly dirty
work requiring washing up on the workers’ own time,
etc.)?

/7 yes
V

no

If yes, how muchtime is required? minutes per
day. Describe the factors which add to working time:

014. How long does it take to travel from home to work?

minutes.

015. How long does it take -o return home from work? minutes.

016. How much time is spent each week in work activity flot
included in the job described above (second job, paid odd
jobs, making goods for sale at home, etc.)? hours.

D. ‘JORÏJNG ENVIRONTIiNT

Dl. Is the job carried eut in particularly hot or humid
V

conditions?

no

[7 yes. Describe the condition (e.g. next to a
furnace inside a hot shed)

_______________________________

D2. Describe any exposure ta particularly hazardous conditions

(loud noise, chemicals, dangerous equipment, dusts, fumes,

possible falling objects, insecure ladders, etc.):

D5. Describe any particularly heavy part of the job (lifting

heavy objecta, work in awkv:ard positions, etc.):

___________
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D4. For any of the conditions desoribed in Fi, F2 or F3 are there
-1

any extra vork breaks?

___________extra

breaJs totailing
• ç•

___________minutes

during the work day.

D5. Descrfle any recent accidents or work—reiated heaith

probiems (iast tcvo years):

__________________________

t.. ,‘



E
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the severity of fines andoth sanctions; and general

legisltive provisions relating to the requirement to

register enterprises, to keep records, te allow

inspectors to enter, etc.

b) Is the enforcemen rnachine adequate? This question

concerns the numbr cf inspectors relative te the nuber

0f enterprises and viorkers; the adequacy cf inspector

training; the availability of .transportation, offices,

supplies, etc. for inspectors; the effectiveness of

machinery for the prosecution of violations of the

legislation; etc.

c) Is full advantage being taken of opportunities te improve

the effectiveness cf enforcement? Among the possibilities

are co—operationvîith employers’ organisations and trade

unions; joint programmes with other ministries (industry,

public works, mines, agriculture); public information

campaigns; and changes in the roles of inspectors.

In answering the above questions, a case study has the

advantage cf examining some particular problem or possibility

in depth. If the country is considering a legislative change

or is already examining possibilities for improved enforcement,

it may be possible to take advantage cf this to carry out a

case study. Alternatively, it could be very interesting to

study the resources, procedures and effectiveness cf the

inspectorate in t’vo different regions or districts.

Case studies at enterprise level

The feasibility of reductions in hours of work is in

large part an enterprise—level question. ]Differences in the
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heurs cf v;ork practiced at enterprie level should relate to

a number of,key variables: orgisation d efficiency cf the

enterprise, productivity, wages, etc. 13y selecting enterprises

at which heurs cf work differ, but-aich cerate under similar

conditions (e.g. the se industry and size cf firm), it should

be possible to mace coparisons which help to identify the

unclerlying causes cf excessive hours and the potential for

improvements. In addition te 11matched pairs11 cf enterprises,

it may scmetimes be possible te study a single enterprise

( “before and after” heurs cf wcrk are reduced.

Once the enterprises. ‘hve been identified and the

practices cencerning heurs cf vicrk systematically explored with

both emPloyers and workers (Perm E and Perm 7 for the field

survey shculd be used), the case study should fccus a number

cf issues cencerning shorter hours cf v,’ork, including:

a) The impact on productivity and total production. There

is some evidence that reductions in heurs cf work lead te

rationalisation cf work methcds and greater efficiency.

Exploration cf this issue requires measurement cf the

production per vcrker (per heur cf v:ork). In addition

it reQuires an examination cf the use cf v:crking time

(e.g. the proportion cf time during vihich the vrorker is

physically present but not wcrking).

b) The impact on ‘ages and incomes.

e) The impact on work—related accidents and diseases.

d) The impact on the vïorkers’ use cf time (i.e. are the

shorter heurs used fer leisure or for alternative wcrk

activities) and

e) The feasibility cf generalising the shorter heurs.



ao0iOIICS AlO SAFLTY

lDavid L brown

International Labour Office

s ycu are aware, the International Labour Office has for over 60

years been concerned with bhe protection ci the worker aLainst sickness,

isease and inur arising out of his eIloyL1ent and one 0f tlae tools that

we use in this unceasiri effort to make work safer is the aulti—

aisciplinar, science of Ergonomics (or Huanan Factors Engineering) Today

I propose to discuns briefly hcw the application of Lrgonciiic principles

can reduce the occurrence of accidents and injuries in industry0

Let us start b lookin at Ergonouacs icself Lrgononics is con—

cerned with the relationshi, between man and Lis work, or the wider

enviroraaent Obviously , ‘e cannot have an injury unless a human being is

rcsent, ti-ais is the first point to note and the second is that raachinery

Ls resonsible for a lar0e nuinber 0f the more serious injuries wlaich occur

ut wor1 So let ue confine r opening reniarks then to this relationship

i.eteen 1;an and the machine

jan lachine llelationshil

In order to understand this relationshi, let us consider a rela—

tivel sirnle machine, u typewriter, as it will illustrate the relationship

of which we shou].d be avare0 The reaaration o-f tiais Paer like ail the

ot’ners jresented at this orkshop Lad to neet a deadline0 It vas typed on

an electric tpewriter operated by cy secretary and this Paper displays

sae of toc basic roies and relationsoi betveen mao anc’ the rïacnlne0

This electric typewriter consistentlï produced cleai, easiJ

ic-adabie print which is ira sharp contrast ith the poor legibiiit and the

variabiiity cf a handwritirag0 however, when i’ secretary Lad trouble with

the ribbon operatiori the machine could oct repair itself and it required

lier understarading, exajiination aiad recail ci’ previous similar experience te

clear the fault0 But once c.orrected the machine operate ithout showing

oi cf the anxieties vhich sue feit lest it should break dovr aLain nor jr
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concern lest the Paper would not be compieteci Ly the a;reed deadline0

] type;riter in e reiativeîy six-pie machine Lut nonetheless even
coxnplex niachines have characteristics which (stili) differ very con—
siderablj ±rori nodera mari no that each bas distinct advantades in any
situation0 There in relationsbip and eacLi bas its OWn role to play0 Let
us examine verî briefi , those characteristics of ciao that differentiate
Lia frori the cechine0

dan, who tends te use to pririary sennes, sidht and hearin, ‘can
use others as ell, Lut can or:i concectrate fully en crie cf dis sennes,
serlsory inputs we cali thei, et e time, this lie can recodnise and often
“Lcld aainst the ‘noise or disturbance o untanted s1Lnals Ha can
learn, that is ha can chanLe his behaviour anci practice by trial and error
und b transfer of previous trainiri, for exemple, the radic—r:echanic cari
juickly understand radar; his learniri rate beirici hicihent for sinle
tanks, for tasks which are more fully uaderstood, ard for those tesks ihere
de enjos lfeedback, t1at in an indication of ho successful he in in
learninci the nec task0 Lut bis motivation cari Le affecteci br fatidue,
boredom ai-id anxiety, thus chaiigir:d the c1uantit andçualit of bis uork

Let us boL first et mac as e sensor, that in bis abiiity to
receive information throudh his sennes0 dis range in the various sensory
ijelciS in somewha.t liiiited, ho cannot, for exemple, pick isp. £aeei rays or
radio paves Lut siithin his own rancie ho can dislay hiLL discrimination0
ho ccc siiielb sosie air contajainants at the level cf 1:2 parts per million
ubich no machine ccc yet do; the Occupational HYLienist’s r:iost sensitive
tcst for certain hases in stili bis own sanse cf smeil0 han can aiso, as
ncted above, hoid e canted sicirial aciainst interference, for exemple, you
can hear the voice in e telephcne receiver aainst ail the tiackciround
iciterfering noises Leing produccd around you0 Le is also superior to a
machine at recocinition of similar pattorns suc.b as iookinL:, for an a:ioeba
Leio a microscope wben it xnaj have Lean siiced ici varioun planes uhile
Lciflci mounted on the slide0 han can also cive meanin to the inco:1bete, a
sailled doctor does not necessarilp reuire e sooplete examinatior to fora
s. diagriosis
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Turnina to mati’ s ability to procese data, tian’ s s»eed ot recall is

slow cor.pared with that ot a rachine a1ttou6h he is superior in bein able

to recail ceneralised patterns and use 1oical induction. In addition he

does net need extensive progrcmming as e nachine don. In tc.ct he develops

bis ovn progrerints, is nore flexible, and cari deal with the unforeseen

exercising Judgernent, shotiing4 the ability- to recall relevant tacts and

zaethods vhen presented with a task. Vs requires no special cocling as the

zaachine does.

tov lookinr at iGan as a centroller ire note tisaS the physical for
ces tint he cari exert are extrerac]) lii4ted coçared vith a nachine and he

is slow in taking controlled noveitients. ne takes longer titan a machine and

he shows considerable tiras delay in nakirsg those movements. Me is limited

in the range et bis physical movenents ami the precision vith which he can

c.pply a given force is linitett, so also is the tire during vhich he cnn

appl) a given force ami Lan, unlike soze machines, is easiiy everloaded.

As to the vorking environnent, vhile nachints cari be designed to

eperate vithin vide variations et envirermiental conditions, tian’ s require—

ments are such that lie cari vork etticiently (it inckted at all) only within

rather limited environnental conditions.

Incidental2, it is verth neting at titis staae in the history et
iaeankincL, tint tian ami the tachine sheuld net be rearded as ceiçetitors but
rather the best design sowjit vhich vill allas each to be the conleiuent et

the ether. luth this theuht in nind the roles et each etcrge rad these

cari be sumnrised reughly as fellows. ¶Ltse machine veuld be used ter

routine tasks invelving calculation and the storing et large ni.uabers et

tacts and details as is exeiiiplitied ty cerutan, carryinuj eut calculatiens
or centrefling other machines such as autohatic lathes. Oimilarii the

zaachine vin be used vhere large weunts et data have te be serted and
screened e.g. card sertin6 equipaent or tape recerded recall systems ter
library abstracts. Wiere large forces have te be applied quickJ.y and
sLoetlûy again the machine excels • tachines arc irererable for wtkl ng
routine decisiens vhich ust alvays be made in the sema vay, fer exar4ple, a
ticket veziding machine in a railws, station. And vhcre the environnent is
likely te invelve stresses the machine cati be designed te stand u te these
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botter than the huigan. 2be ticket vendin; machines are imch less affected
by intense heat, icy vinds than hunian operators would be if exposed to the
sanie environuent. In industry a slmilar condition sometimes occurs where a
iaachine replaces the mn as far as the collection cf intonation is con—
cerned. In certain ver;’ noisy areas in the conveyor system of car »roduc—
tion, where an inspector would be exposed to cxcssive noise, a television
camera convers the vies to the an vho can vatch whiie renaininis vithin an
environnent for vhich lie is desined. Aijain, vithin a sanna rsy ccli for
the irradiation of grain, television cameras can be used vhere a human
hein.3 wuld receive a lethal dose cf radiation. Autoziatic telephone
exchanes operate with speed ami accuracy vhich tian cannot achieve, and the
force recpaired to operate the tain tau controls ot an aircraft lias to be
pawer assisted as no an unaided can provide the force rcquired to pull the
plane out of a stall dive.

tian, then, is sujerior in such situations as the fine discrimina
tion of signais in “noisy” situations as, for exanale, on radar screens;
for pattern recoition and discrimination in a chanbin& field, as for
exawle the exsmination cf micro-organisms under an clectron microscope;
‘where discrimination and judgerûent raast be shown as for oxarçle rejectinc
faulty packets of biscuits usi% fluoroscopic exanination; for the flexi—
bility required in naintenance and repair ‘work; for problen solving
requirin logical induction; as a monitor vith over—riding capabilities in
autonatic and seuai-autoatic systet such as on ou refinory plants and in
atomic power stations.

han can also be used .here alternative modes 0f operation Dfl be
called for during an operation.

ibe highly conplex nan-Lnchine systerus of s.ace craft such as the
Apoflo space vehicles provide nar,y examples of these situations vhere the
zaachine or the hunian astronauts vere superior and so won given the domi
nant role. 93ie crovning achievezaent of the first noon landinjj illustrates
this, uhen, in the lsst vital seconds, an had to over—ride the space
vohiclos own landinu systen and use huraan Judsenent and intelligence to
malte possible a asSe landing on unoxpected terrain.
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ban bira.chine Safety

Sa ire see mn is indeed endowed irith Gruat abilitics; ho cari
reason and vork aut loLical conclusions; he cari learu in varions vays, lr
repetition or by trial and error; he bas a sense of smefl which for cer
tain substances is far rae sensitive than the ziost advanced scientific
instruments, lie cari detect the light of a match 50 miles away on a clear
night. ¶Lbere are marr such exemples, iflustratinc man’s great abilities in
certain activities.

But, in other activities ire have seen lais abilities arc llniited.
Ta point out the obviaus, a mn cari on3y lift a coiçarative3,y ainal I weight,
he can on3y reach ont his hand a certain distance, an ob3ect bas ta be H’fair2y larGe before he cari ace it clearly • And wben it conta ta memz’y,
z’n does not do verjr irefl at ail, far he bas quitce a limited ability ta
satre and recail tacts and figures. Hoir often do y-ou bave ta check a
telephone ntmiber y-ou use quite frequently because y-ou cannot quite remember
the exact fibures.

Another limitation of human beinga ire have noted is that thoy tend
to be rather slow in oeving controla, at least when coujared with machines.
!bis n not have nattered a great deal in the past but today when y-ou con—
sider for exemple the speed of modem aircraft it can natter et vemr great
deal. Isy the time the pilot of a supersonic jet begins ta malte a decision,
Las utde the decision and then moves the aircraft controls, that supersonic
let ‘611 have travefled quite a long distance.

Another of man’s limitations shows up when ho tries ta learn a nev
vay 0f carrflng ont an alreacb familiar routine, he bas difficulty, and he
often maltes mistakes. Pbr exemple, vhen you have learnt the gear positions
on your car y-ou cari change gears quicUy and casiJ.y without apparentZy
thinking, and thon y-ou chanse aver to a new car vith different positions
for the gears it takes quite soum time and effort ta leamn the new posi
tions. Or, if your horn button vas on the end of the trafficator ara on
your old car and on your new orme it je a ring within the steering wheel,
even vben y-ou think y-ou have become quite accustomed ta the nev arrangement
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and you very suddenly need to sound the horn, it is likel that you rnay go

back to tho end of the trafficator aria — to whero the hem button was

iocated cri our first car0

Phen it cornes to directions cf rnovements et controls, inan has

iniierited or leamnt a whoie set of expected directions of movement asso—

ciated with the initiai cor:trol nioveinent (what are cailed population

moversent stereotypes)0 For exumpie, her we turn our car steerin hee1

clockise we expect the vehicle to turc te the right and similarly when we

turc a vater tap anticlockwise we expect the water to start te run eut cf

tau ta0

han is also restricted bi the erivironnientai conditions0 he

hotter the environnent tho more difficult it is te ork0 On steci rollin,

allis in seine parts cf the world it is quite conixnon te work 1/ heur on and

then rest for 1/2 heur0 Ilan cannot ork ut ah in very hot conditions or

cold conditions0 Iven within tue comparative cold of cold storae

uarehouses fork lift truck drivers seldom drive for more than 20 minutes

efore coming eut te warm ui0 If they work londer tlian 20 minutes the

accident rate with their fork lift trucks goes up noticoabl

han cannot stand up te very loud noise, or excessive vibration0

han hegins to male errors if tho partial pressure of oxygen fails

off or when the carbon dioxide content cf the air rises abovc about 1,5%

ïhese are Just a few cf man’s limitations and fixed tendcncies0

ow, it should be erni.hasised that when an cngineer comes te design a

machine te be opemated b u huirari being, since the abihities and limitations

et thc huinan being cannot be changed — cvcn with spccial training or accu—

matisation human abihitos can oniy be changed u very sinahi umount — since

tiiese abihities and limitations of the hui:an beirIb, cannot be chariged thon

the machine should be designed te fit the man0 The levers te be pulled or

pushed should bu wehl within the eperator’s strength, the tusTperatUre and

pressure recorders te bu read shouid have digits desigraed fer easy and

accurate reading, the direction et riovements te be controlled sheuid fit in

with human steroetype movements — the expected directions of mevement0
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in the past rot u reat deal of tliought was giveri to the need to

design thc machine or ieces cf ecuipraent to fit the worker, to design the

:achines so as to obey the natural iaws cf crk and aan, thut is the

Lrononic relatiorship In fact ores cynic said that the oriiy law obeyed on

Sore machines is the iaw of Lravity!

ow the hulHan beirrg apoars te operate r;4ost efficiently at or

about e certain point withiii a range cf condlt.Lorrs ard, as wo move away

froa the optimum point, errors cro in ar gradually increuse until a con

dition is reached where the human being cannot oerato at ail0 If the

orkers on the stoel roliing rails continue te expose ther:iselves to tue

hih level cf radiant heat for a long tine thoy would soon mako mistakes,

wouid probab1 injure theins cives and ultimatel they ouid collapse f rom

Lieat exhaustion

Sir.ilarly, the fork lift drivers wouid begin to muke more errors

if the kept on working beyond the 20 minute speli in the coid storage

iarehouses, ami uitinately e could exhect u serious accident te occur0

As another exemple, tire human body can operate efficiently with

oriJ u small amount of carbori monoxide in the blood sucir as je found in

cigarette sxnokers0 Dut increase tire carbon monoxide content and soon tire

x;ian makes errors and if that man happens te be piloting an aircraft the

rcsults couid be disastrous0 Ibis je indeed wbat is believcci to have hap

encd in one of air disastur where a pin—cisc bob in the heating system

aliowed carbon monoxide to escape info thu flight dock0 Tire pilot crisread

certain instruments as u recuit; and crashed thc plane into mountains,

kiiling ovuryonc on board0

This is tho basic p robicn, if the rLachirlcs or euipmcnt are not

orgonomicafly designed se as te bu withirr the rende of abiiity of thc human

oerator, thon thu huran oIerator wifl raake urrors in USC the machines or

o uipcient

And if the working environraont is not withirr certain ranges cf

ter:icoraturu, lighting, noise and vibration arrd so on, iikaiise thu operator

wiii Login to iaake orrorc and have accidents0
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If tho orkin0 situations ar not orgoncmicafl’ satisfactory thon

the hurnan oporator may, tor cxasle, isread th nu1abor of a diai because

the diits were flot big enouh, or the ratio of vidth to hciht cf the digit

vas unsatisfactory so that certain dibits could net Le easily distinuished

fros, each othur

Or ht niay not notice a danrous ressur dtv1opin bocause there

ere far toc many dials to 100k at and far toc nan pressures and tem—

j.,erature ami f1o rates ami se on te reraiber0 I rocnil in tic iatc l94O’ S

operating hat vas then tho world’ s largost distillation unit in an ou

refiner in tho Middle East0 ifl the control rooin alone there wore about

150 chais, ii0hts, controllers and gaudos to Le vatched rfl10y vere located

oh arcurid the control roen so that the oporator a1rcst rec1uired to have

eyes in thc back of his head ‘Ihe vere neariy ail different arid tho

aarkingo and digit shapos and size varieci widelhi f roi: ono instrument to

another

Or tho humar: okerator n1a:, in a no:s-nt of eaergency, push the

wrong control button bocause tnat was uhere tic sto;, button used to Le

iocated on tic previous r.aodl of the machine tiich ho oeratod

Sosie of these errors viii have vcry rr!inor rcsuits0 Some viii lead

te damage to plant, sotie to more serious accidents and soie te inurios ami

even deaths0

Aircraft have crashed because tic pilot oporated the wrong control

level cf two identical control levers locateci close together

Tic writer once had to shut down u large unit in tic refinory

referred to above because u valve manufacturer had chosen te design his

valve ta close vhen it vas turned in an anti—ciockvise direction contrary

‘cc what other nunufacturers Lad donc0 There’ were 18 valves on a stretch cf

ipc—1ine, 17 opened whcn turried anti—ciockuisa ami ono cicsed0 It teck 3

‘rviscrs ami 8 heurs cf ork at night to find this out0
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So this is o basic nec.d, as Iugh1igitud by Ergonomics; an
environrrtrit mach that the vorkcr oporates at bis st cfficient and with

lent errors, arid machines and equijcent iikovise designud to fit the

vorkor’s abiiitics and tiske aiiovctnces for bis iiuito.tions. Providc this

and production viiI benefit and the voit viii bo cc..rried out safe].y. ftii

to provide this and production suffers, thore viii te damage to plant and

product and to the vorker biaisait through dainace to bis lacaith and through

personai inury.



NOTES FOR MAIN SfEAKERS

1. IT IS PROPOSED TO DEVOTE ONE HALF DAY SESSION 0F 3 HRS
TO Y0URPAPER AND ITS SUBJECT AND THE DISCUSSION THAT
FOLLONS.

2. THE SUGGESTED PROCEDURE IS:

(A) AT THE BEGINNING 0F THE SESSION YOU SPEAK ON YOUR
PAPER FOR APPROXIMATELY 20 MINUTES OR SO.

(B) THIS WILL BE FOLLOWED BY DISCUSSION IN WHICH ANYONE
CAN TAKE PART., AND THERE MAY 0F COURSE BE SOME
SPECIFIC QUESTIONS PUT TO YOU WHICH YOU CAN ANSWER
THEN OR LATER AS YOU WISH.

(C) THERE MAY ALSO BE SOME SHORT PREPARED COMMENTS BY
ANY ONE 0F THE (APPR0xIMATELY 12) PARTICIPANTS AS
THEY WERE ASKED TO BRING BRIEF STATEMENTS, FOR
PRESENTATION DURING THE WORKSHOP.

(D) YOU CAN 0F COURSE JOIN IN THE DISCUSSION AS YOU
WISH.

(E) BUT YOU WILL BE GIVEN THE LAST 10 MINUTES 0F THE
SESSION TO MAKE ANY SPECIAL COMMENTS OR TO REPLY
TO ANY POINTS RAISED EARLIER.

3. AFTER YOUR SESSION,.WILL YOU PLEASE PREPARE.AS SOON AS
POSSIBLE A 1-2 PAGE SUMMARY 0F THE SESSION DISCUSSION
NOTING IN PARTICULAR ANY CONCLUSIONS OR PROPOSALS ON
WHICH THERE WAS GENERAL AGREEMENL

PROF PH00N AND î’1R BR0wN 1ILL TAKE TURNS IN CHAIRING THE
SESSIONS.
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INTRODUCTION

This working paper f irst describes the International Programme

for the Improvement of Working Conditions and Environment (PIACT)

and its general relevance to Asia. It then describes some of the

concepts and means of action which are being developed within P1ACT

to supporc new initiatives of member States of the ILO’.

PIACT: The International programme

Conditions of work and occupational safety and health have

aiways been central concerns of the ILO. In the last f ive years,

the Organisation has sought to give a new orientation and a new iinpetus

to its action in these fields through the launching of the International

Programme for the Improvement of Working Conditions and Environment

(PIACT). The programme had its origin in the Report of the Director—

General to the 6Oth Session of the International Labour Conference

on Making Work More Human. That report was aimed at reinvigorating

both ILO action and action within member States on an issue which,

as the Director—General observed, there had been a temptation “to

put off to a better tomorrow”. The Conference weicomed this initiative

and unanimously adopted a resolution supporting the new programme

suggested by the Director—Generai and soiemnly reaffirming that “the

improvement of working conditions and environment arid the well—being

of workers remains the first and permanent mission of the ILO”.

Af ter thorough technicai preparation and discussion with members

of the ILO’s tripartite constituency, intergoverumental organisations

and specialists from various circies, detailed proposais on an international

progra:r. ircvement of working conditions and environment

were submitted to the Governing Body, which at its November 1976

Session approved the broad unes of the programme0

This programme, which bas corne to be known as PIACT af ter

its French initiais, represents a biend of continuity and innovation.

Its technical scope covers some of the earliest preoccuptions of

the ILO together with some of the newest problems and concerns; its

methods of action combine the traditional tools of the ILO with a

new approach designed to reinforce their effectiveness in practice.
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The approach is new in many ways. Chief among them are ihat:

— it encourages member States to set definite objectives for the

improvement of working conditions and environment;

— it seeks to use in a co—ordinated fashion the different means

of action of the ILO to help member States attain these objectives;

— it treats problems of working conditions and environment globally,

articulating more closely than before, for example, the traditionally

separate fields of conditions of work and occuapational safety

and health; and

— it views these problems in the wider context of general economic

and social policy.

Under this approach, the scope of working conditions and environment

is very broad. It includes safety and health in the work process

and at the workplace; ergonomics; hours of work and other problems

of working time; specific aspects of remuneration, such as payment

by resuits; work organisation and content; working conditions and

choice of technology; and the living environment as it relates to

work. The general objective of PIACT can be divided under three

main heads, namely:

— work should respect the worker’s life and health;

— work should leave free time for rest and leisure;

— work should enable the worker to serve society and achieve self—

fulfilment by developing his personal capacities.

Which of these areas, and which of the vast range of specific

subjects and problems they encompass are of most immediate concern,

will necessarily dif fer from country to country. The choice of priorities,

objectives and methods of action must depend on the level of developinent,

the employment situation, the availability of resources, and other

factors.

PIACT is designed to take full account of this diversity:

one of its fundamental aims is to bring ILO action on working conditions

and environment as close as possible to reality. For this reason,

PIACT is bound to have a strong national and regional emphasis. The

exchange of experience and information, the review of objectives

and of progress made in reaching them, the examination of difficulties

and obstacles, the orientation of ILO activities in countries with



similar problems — ail this can be donc concretely and realistically

at tjie regional level. Ilence the importance of discussion at advisory

committee meetings and regional conferences.,

PIACT means of action

The launching of PIACT, with its emphasis on national policies,

multidisciplinarity, global approaches and co—orJinated means of

action, has led to the development of innovative means of action

as well as the reinforcement of those which already existed. The

most important means of action are described below.

National policy formulation

In the resolution concerning future action of the International

Labour Organisation in the f ield of working conditions and envionment

adopted unanimously by the International Labour Conference in 1975,

to which reference has already been made, meuiber States were invited

“to promote the objectives of an improvement of working conditions

and environment with ail aspects of their economic, educationai and

social poiicy”. National policies and development planning are thus

a central theme in the PIACT activities of several Asian countries.

Those countries which have chosen to develop national policies

within the f ramework of PIACT have in general begun with a national

tripartite seminar or multidisciplinary team. These devices have

encouraged tripartite participation in the formulation of policies

and the setting up of standing tripartite machinery to oversee follow—

up of the seminar and implementation of the policy. National seminars

have been held in Bangladesh, India, Indonesia, Sri Lanka and Thailand.

Preparations are under way for other countries.

The national seminars and multidisciplinary teams have covered

a wide range of information—gathering and analysis in a variety of

specific work situations. Reports have covered, for example, various

industries, activities of labour inspectorates and occupational safety

and health specialists, small and large enterprises and rural areas.

The content of these national policies, of course, varies

from country to country, but certain similarities represent emerging

trends in the priorities and means of action preferred in Asia for
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tue improvernent of working conditions and environment. One interesting

trend is a broadening of the scope of concern of labour administrations.

The policies and recommendations tend to inciude some reference to

agricultural work, agro—industry, the urban informai sector, smali

enterprises and similar work situations which traditionally have

been difficuit to reach and often have been ignored. In une with

this broadening of scope, numerous references are made in these policies

to inter—ministeriai co—operation, particularly with ministries responsible

for industry, agriculture, health and development planning. Since

the problems in rural areas are often different from those in industry,

sonie new areas of concern are also mentioned, including nutriLion,

poisoning froin fertilisers and insecticides and ergonomie design

of agricultural implements and work methods.

Much of the analyss which has been required to deveiop policies

and programmes for the improvement of working conditions and environment

has been multidisciplinary. Contributions have been made from specialists

in occupatiunai hygiene, ergonomies, safety engineering, industrial

psychology, labour iaw, economics and other disciplines. This multidisciplinar’

approach has been applied at the national serninars described above

and in numerous other activities. One of the more interesting of

these is the inuitidisciplinary team of consultants, a novel form

of technical co—operation called for by the 1975 resolution and offered

by PIACT since it becaine operationai. In some cases the terms of

reference of such teams have been very broad and tiiey have played

a poiicy development role reiated to that of the national seminars

described above. In other cases the focus of the team’s activities

was narrower and the selection of specialities involved was consequently

more iimited.

Improving working conditions and environment through technological

choice

The potential to improve working conditions and environment

through appropriate technological choice has been an emerging theme

in various PIACT activities.

If technology is appropriately chosen and adapted, it can

provide opportunities to combine the social objective of improved

working conditions and environment with the economic objectives of

einployment generation and increased productivity. For exampie, a

project on alyoroDriate technolo2v in Philionins for€srrv i11iir.ti
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that certain intermediate technologies for various forestry activities

lcd flot only to employment promotion and productivity but also to

better posture, less arduous tasks, fewer safety hazards, reduced

hours of work — that is, to ituproved working conditions and environment.

Iinproving working conditions and envi.ronment through action based

on productivity improvement

The objectives of improvement of working conditions and environ-

ment, in addition to their humanitarian justifications, are knowri

jn many cases to make valuable contributions to national economies.

The control of heat stress, the scheduling of work to provide adequate

rest and recovery time, the provision of adequate lighting, the prevention

of dust, the proper seating of workers, the adjustment of machine

controls and displays to human factors, the economisation of effort,

pre—employment and periodic medical examinations, industrial feeding

and nutrition and other principles of improved working conditions

and environment are important but rarely recognised necessities for

better and higher production through the improvement of work efficiency.

Training and information activities

The activities undertaken within PIACT have clearly demonstrated

the key role of training in any strategy to improve working conditions

and environment. Training is required at ah levels; this includes

national pohicy—makers, financiers, employers’ organisations and

trade unions, management at the enterprise level and workers on the

shop—floor, technical speciahists and professionals (engineers, doctors,

occupational hygienists, etc.), labour inspectors, industrial and

agricultural extension workers, farmers, social security administrators,

etc. These many different categories who require training must be

reached through the involvement of different institutions and the

use of different training methods.

Training methods vary in approach, emphasis and duration.

A considerable part of the training would be imparted at school as

part of general education; as part of learning particular skills

in polytechnics or vocational training institutions; or included

in the curricula for doctors, engineers, economists, psychologists,

sociologists, etc. Therefore, depending on the target group, the

content of the training could be highly speciahised in—depth treatment

of a specific area or simple information from various disciplines

nnnnn-,—n 4nrr t-kn ninct i.-rr,nnt nrnl,l on,c Pk4 o manc tlat ,14 fftnront
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training inaterials need to be developed to answer various training

needs.

In order to develop more effective training methods and to

extend training activities in the diagnosis of problems of working

conditions and environment and the implementation of improvements,

the ILO, through PIACT, has deveioped and begun testing an “Intro

duction to the study of working conditions and the working environment”.

Given the severe shortage of specialists in training in working conditions,

particularly in developing countries, training should also be imparted

by other persons who might play a useful role in this f ield but are

hindered by lack of awareness, technical expertise or teaching niaterials.

Recognising the multiplier effect of the “training the trainers”

approach, this guidebook endeavours to satisfy the needs of four

main categories of actual or potencial trainers: specialists in training

in other aspects of work (vocational training, management training,

labour administration, industrial relations, etc.); trade union officiais

and staff engaged in workers’ education; supervisory staff of undertakings

and officialsin employers’ organisations; and labour inspectors,

whose role, particularly in developing countries, is to contribute

to the improvement of working conditions by heiping with information

and advice rather than by merely imposing sanctions.

International co—operation

Improvemenc of working conditions and environment is fertile

ground for international co—operation. The earliest and one of the

most effective possibilities in this area is the development of international

standards ensuring that competitive advantages in international trade

are flot based on the exploitation of working people.

In the formulation of new or revised standards, increasing

efforts are being made to introduce the degree of flexibility necessary

for wide implementation while maintaining the substantive content

that gives the standards meaning. For example, the International

Labour Conference adopted in 1981 the comprehensive and flexible

instruments on safety and health in the working environment whose

purpose is to lay the foundations for a national policy to establish,

as far as possible, a total and coherent system of prevention, taking

into consideration the present—day realities of the working world.

This is designed to encourage ail member States to promote the progressive

—- - — . -

—.-- -.-1-—
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Unlike standard—setting activities, technical co—opcration

bas, by and large, played far too littie a role in ILO action for

the improvement of working conditions and environment. Some significant

programmes and projects have, of course, been carried out, especiaily

in occupational safety and heaith. Usually the scale of those projects

has been small as, in generai, technical co—operation has been a

secondary form of action in this field. PIACT is intended to correct

the balance. It is designed to encourage full participation by govern—

ments, employers and workers in the definition, preparation and implemen—

tation of new policies for the improvement of working conditions

and environment.

Improved technical co—operation and co—ordination of research

and activities at regional level could specifically include:

— the preparation or revision of legislation;

— the reinforcement of inspection services and other administrative

structures;

— the compilation and publication of labour statisties;

— the preparation of instructional materials, the insertion of

conditions of work elements in training projects and other

measures to provide education and training to persons concerned

with conditions of work and occupational safety and health matters

in government, industry and trade unions; and

— the development of special projects for rural workers and other

priority groups, industries or sectors.

Activities in soine of these areas are much more developed

than in others. The ILO is working to promote projects and programmes

which cover some of the more important gaps.

International co—operation, co—ordination of research and

exchange of information can be particularly effective if they rely

on technical co—operation among developing countries.

Tripartism and the institutional f ramework

The above means of action encouraged within PIACT should flot

resuit in losing sight of the importance of tripartite machinery

or of the crucial role of labour administration and inspection. Ail

PIACT activities naturally aim at strengthening tripartite mechanisms:

this is a basic purpose of the present seminar.
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The role of employers and workers and their organisations

is vital. To enable them to play their full role, the provision

through workers’ education, management development and assistance

to employers’ and workers’ organisations of information, advice and

training related to working conditions and environment is indispiisable.

In co—ordinating the action of governments and employers’

and workers’ organisations arid in formulating po1cy, niuch cari be

achieved through tripartite machinery. Several African coiintries

use standing or ad hoc tripartite bodies to discuss policy, determine

priorities, prepare legislation and generally seek a consensus on

major problems and possible solutions. Tripartite machinery with

more specific tasks also exists in some countries. The tripartite

approach to the solution of problems is especially relevant to the

f ield of occupational safety and health, in which joint action by

government-, management and workers is almost aiways necessary for

the creation and implementation of effective and realistic programmes.

A substantial coiiLribution has been made by tripartite safety councils

which carry out promotional activities, such as the production of

posters and pamphlets, the holding of safety weeks or educational

activities such as the organisation of training courses and lecture

sessions; or even operational activities, such as the provision of

safety consultants. The strengthening of tripartite machinery of

different kinds, or its creation where none exists, will be an invaluable

means of pursuing the objectives of PIACT.

A DYN1IC MODEL 0F WORXING CONDITIONS

AND ENVIRONNENT It{PROVEMENT

The diagram below illustrates some of the basic steps in an

on—going system for the improvement of working conditions and environment.

It consists of four main steps: planning, implementation, monitoring

and evaluation. Each of these activities has an important function

in the development, operation and improvement of policies and projects

in this field.

As the arrows indicate, these activities are meant to be carried

out in a dynamic way. That is, each activity is carried out continuously

and is related constantly to the other activities through the feedback

loops shown.
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It should be kept in mmd that this is an extremely simplified

model, intended only to illustrate certain activities which may flot

aiways be thought about during the consideration of working conditions

and environment improvement. The categories of activities are very

general, and apply to a broad range of projects, programmes and policies.

For exaniple, the activities could be carried out by an enterprise—

level working conditions and environment committee, by a national—

level committee or by an institution such as a ministry of labour.

Planning. It seems trivial to say that one should begin by

planning, but it is surprising how rarely this is done in a serious

way. Moreover, there is a tendency to assume that a planning exercise

is something to be gone through one time, after which it can he for—

gotten. The lack of a serious planning group in continuous operation

is one of the most common weaknesses, for example, of miriistries

of labour. This usually means that any new PIACT—oriented activities

cannot rely on an existing planning framework. In fact, one important

PIACT activity could be to set up an appropriate planning function.

Planning should be based on accurate information about the

existing situation. In the field of working conditions arid envjronmenc,

this is almost neyer available. Accurate statistics on such subjeccs

as the number of workers in various categories, the number and size

of enterprises in different industries, the rates of occupational

accidents and diseases, the length and arrangement 5f working time,

etc. are necesary at national level. Even within enterprises, in

developing countries it is rare to find accurate statistjcs on absenteeism,

turnover or even occupational accidents. To be f ully useful, such

information is required for specific occupations, which is almost

neyer the case.
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Where statistics are not available or are o poor quality
or otherwise inappropriate, sample surveys can be a very useful planning
technique. A survey of enterprises in a sample geographic areas
cornplemented by a survey on a household basis can give much useful
information. The resuits of such surveys should be compared, for
contradictions are often useful iources of information. For example,
if the number of enterprises registered with the Ministry of Industry
is larger than the number of enterprises registered with the Ministry
of Labour, there may be a serious problem of registration, especially
since the Ministry of Labour def initions are usually broader. If
the length of working time reported by enterprisesis shorter than
that which emerges from household surveys, the enterprises may well
be undersLating the length of working time.

ANNING
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Another important planning function is research. The need

for research is almost aiways underestimated, with two important
results: new means of action are rarely developed; and nation—wide
programmes are sometimes started without a limited trial, in overcoming
these problems, a particuiarly important form of research is tue
pilot study or case study. Such tudies need to be completed by
more general analytical research into the locaLion, severity and
causes of the most important working conditions and environment probiems.

A final planning accivity of considerable importance which
is aimost aiways neglected is that of goal setting. A plan of action
without concrete goals does flot give a proper basis for evaluation.
In setting goals, it is very important to have a clear picture of
the existing situation as a base une, and it is equally important
to have a good idea of the likely effects of the means of action
which have been chosen. Thus, the setting of a concrete goil such
as a reduction in the number of occupational accidents for a pecific
industry or category of workers, or a reduction in hours of work
in small enterprises, require both reasonably good statistics and
some pilc resrch. Goal setting is therefore the basis of planning.

Implementation. The many different problems of working condi
tions and environment in developing countries require an array of
possible means of action. The appropriateness of different means
of action will vary from country to country and from context to context.
This section lists some means of action which can be considered in
programmes for the improvement of working conditions and environuient.

Two means of action are particularly important in that they
exist in almost ail countries and they usually f orni the primary means
whereby working conditions and environment are determined. These
are the enactment and enforcement of legislation, and collect!ve
bargaining. Nany means are available to strengthen national legislation
and the enforcement operations of the inspectorate, as also to make
collective bargaining more effective in this area.

Two important principles for the design of PIACT activities
should be mentioned. The f irst of these is that measures for the
improvcrnuL of working conditions and environment should be designed



in relation te tI)c concrote problo.ru3 cf t:1e working population of

tIi countries concerned. These concrete piublems have multiple c1iarac

teristics. For exarnple, a worker may be expoed simultaneousïy te

occupational hazards, long working hours, physicaliy demanding work,

a difficuit working environment and an absence of appropriate social

services. Under these conditions, appropriate action — whether through

legislative or other rneans — can only be established by a multidisciplinary

analysis which takes into account the various factors involved. Otherwise,

here is a risk of ignoring the most important problems or even of

exacerbating some problems while solving others. Moreover, a mol i

disciplinary approach is required to assure that the proposed solutions

will in fact be eff’ectively applied.

1

The second important principle iii the design of PIACT activities
is that of leverage of multiplier effects. It is commonly agreed

that in rnost developing countries the number of inspectors, technical
experts, and other persons necessary to implement effective improvement

programmes is extremely limited. It is therefore necessary to choose

rneans of action which multiply to the greatest extent possible the

quantty and quality of the actions cf these individuals. Such means
of action include:

(a) The inclusion of working conditions and environment concerns

in vocational training programmes, management training programmes,
workers’ education and other training activities. To the extent

that instructors for such training programmes have themselves

received training concerning working conditions and environnient,

a multiplier effect may be applied (the training Lhe trainers

approach);

(b) The use of public information and information—sharing activities.
Public information activities may reach a much broader audience
of employers and workers than would be possible through inspec—

tor visits. Information exchange activities can extend the

effectiveness of reports, training materials and other informa
tion through sharing them;

(c) the use of cross—trained inspectors. It is often the case

that only one inspector will visit an enterprise over a period
of years. In such cases, it is important that this inspector

pays attention to various working conditions and environment

concerns. One effective way of assuring this is the deveiopment
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of checklists which specify the various concerns and give

information both about possible corrective measures and about

cases which should be referred to technical experts;

(d) interministerial activities. In many countries various minis—

tries other than the ministry of labour have the potential

to play an extremely important role in labour protection.

In addition to the obvious cases of the Ministry of Industry

for industrial workers and the Ministry of Agriculture for

rural workers, joint activities can be envisaged with ministries

of uuiic works (construction activities), public health (occu—

pational health), trade (concerning transf ers of technology),

etc. It is usually very important to involve the Ministry

of Planning.

Monitoring. It is surprising how many activities are carried

out without careful and continuing monitoring of their effects. In

the short run, it is difficuit to see how performance can be improved

without reasonably frequent and accurate f eedback concerning the

actual rate of implementation and its impact. This is reflected

in the diagram by the feedback loops between monitoring and implemen—

tation.

As noted earlier, statistics are invaluable in providing a

means of monitoring progress. However, it is necessary to do more

than just monitor the statistics which are produced concerning accidents,

hours of work, etc. In addition, the quality of such statistics

must be monitored. It is flot at all uncommon for an improvement

in reporting procedures to result in an increase in the number of

reported accidents or in the reported cases of excessive hours of

work. This may mean that reporting is getting better rather than

the situation getting worse. A very careful monitoring process is

needed to differentiate between these two possible interpretations.

In the particular case of ministries of labour, it is al8o

necessary to monitor the effectiveness of the activities of inspectors

and other personnel. This can be done by examining, for example,

the number of inspection reports produced, the categories of problems

to which the reports refer, the number of cases in which there are

referrals to specialised experts and, in general, by an examination

of the use of time of inspectors and other personnel (proportion

of rima iicpt1 in nçr1 -mn rrlc nrv4r 1-.t-, Ç,-11,-,,_
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One of the most important ways of monitoring the implementation

of activities for the improvement of working conditions and environment

is through tripartite feedback mechanisms. This is sometimes done

through a formai device such as a standing tripartite committee,

but it can also be done through regular contacts with trade unions

and employer organisations. In either case, it is necessary to assure

that the national organisations of employers and workers have thoroughly

informed their membership about the need for f eedback concerning

the effectiveness of various programmes or projects.

Monitoring aiso is required at enterprise level. The procedures

in this case are usually much simpler, but it is nevertheless necessary

to assure that the necessary channels of communication are open.

Evaluation. From time to time, preferably at regular intervais

decided in advance, it is necessary to undertake a fuli—scale evaluation

exercise, flot to be confused with the monitoring activities described

above. The purpose of such an exercise is to answer three basic

questions;

— Have the goals established in the planning stage been reached?

— Are there any new priorities?

— Are any new means of action available?

0f course, it may be the case that a new problem will emerge

with such force or a new means of action with such manifest effective—

ness that they should be immediately taken into account. In a sense,

evaluation can be an ad hoc or even a continuing activity. However,

it is also necessary to schedule larger evaluation exercises as a

means to f ocus attention on the over—ali effectiveness of existing

activities.

The answers to the three questions listed above may require

only minor changes in existing programmes or they may require a major

new planning exercise. Thus the diagram shows feedback loops both

to planning and to implementation.

Getting started. One question which immediately arises from

theciroular structure of the design model presented schematically

above is where to begin. It would be possible to begin with planning,

but then of course it can aiways be argued that an evaluation
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of existing activities is necessary prior to the planning process.

Evaluation, however, presupposes both concrete goals set in a planning

process and experience over time in implementing programmes and moni

toring them in order to realise these goals. The ILO’s promotional

and support activities within the f ramework of PIACT are designed

to overcome these dilemmas. As an example of how this could be done,

the action of a multidisciplinary team followed by a national tripartite

conference can be considered. Multidisciplinary teams have usuaily

been able to assist countries in exploring the possible elements

of a national policy for the improvement of working conditions and

environment. The teams are in a position to give a relatively objective

view of the existing situation and to propose priorities and means

of action which are likely to be effective. The multidisciplinary

teams cannot, however, establish priorities by themselves. Such

priorities should be based flot only on the objective conditions of

the national situation but on the priorities established at the national

level for various historical and subjective reasons. While a inultidis—

ciplinary team can do analytic work, the national policy which results

should be locally appropriate and therefore capable of attracting

the support of the various parties concerned. One way of assuring

the appropriateness of a policy is to use a national tripartite seminar

as part of the process of establishing it. This gives ail those

concerned an opportunity to express their views and priorities. At

the same time, it provides an opportunity to associate many different

persons and institutions with the policy development process and

thereby to mobilise the necessary resources to impiement the policy.

This is flot merely a question of raising the awareness of the various

participants and observers present at a seminar. The new policy

is likely to require the active participation of various ministries

arid other institutions and it will almost certainly require new resources.

The use of multidisciplinary teams and national tripartite seminars

has proved particulariy effective in achieving this mobilisation.

1. For further information, sce especially ILO: Asian Development

in the 1980’s Report of the Director—General to the Ninth Asian

Regional Conference (Manila, Deceinber 1980) and the Resolutions



‘ERGÛNOMICS in a changing environment’

M. Mizuno
Manpower Development Manager
Mobil Sekiyu K. K.
Tokyo, Japan

For many years since its establishment, the ILO has been greatly contributina

to the improvement 0f working conditions and the environment through the

development of international conventions and recommendations backed up by

research work in various fields including Ergonomics.

Ergonomics has been especially well known for its important role in analyzing

humans from a physiological viewpoint and in applying the resuits to job design.

In Japan, after the first technical innovation period from the end of the l95Qs

to the early 1960’s, Ergonomics has been firmly established in industry, supported

by the gradual progress 0f friendly cooperation and mutual understanding between

employers and employees and of employers’ consideration for effective management

and administration of people.

Experience has shown that the application of Ergonomics shouid be considered

in relation to the economic growth level and degree of urgency for economic

growth, industrial relations, actual living standards, etc. Also, we should

recognize that we are likely to misunderstand that Ergonomics is applicable to

an’, related thing because of its scientific approach.

Based on the above, when we discuss it from an international viewpoint, the

level of application 0f Ergonomics in a certain country is to be determined by

the government, employers and employees of that country after considering the

economic situation and industrial relations environment.

On the other hand, our environment has been rapidly changing. For example, as

shown in Table 1 , the total number 0f employed persons in primary industries has



1975

1979

BREAKDOWN 0F THE TOTAL NUMBER 0F EMPLOYED PERSONS

Total Primarv Industrv SecondarV ndustry Tertary naustrV

O.9Omillion 1 5.36 j 9.97 1 5.57

(iOO%)(37.5%)(24.4%) (38.1%) j

11.13 15.07 2109

ï---
.

1980

1981

526 million 1 577 1 19.26 30.20

U%lt 1---

(100%) (10.0%)[ (34.7%) (55.1%)

Source: Prime Minister’s Office. Labor orce Survev.
Notes: (1) Primary tndustry — Agriculture. forestrv. and fisnerv.

Secondarv lndustrv — Mining, construction. and manutacturing.
Tertiarv lndustry — Wholesale and retail. finance. Lnsurance. real estate. transportation,

communication. electricitv, gas. water. services, and public service.(2) The total for eacn year cloes nor necessarily agree with the sum of the breakdown figures.because die breakdown figures have been rounded off and the total includes figures forindustries flot classified as in the above.

decreased by 27.5% during the past 26 years and we now have 90% in the secondary
and tertiary industries. Also, significant technical changes have been observed
in these two types of industries.

Table I

Year

1 O

47.30 million
1965

(100%)

52.23 million F 5.611 18.41 27.10

(100%) {(12.7 (35.2%) (51.9%)

54.79 million 6.13 18.81 29.76

(100%) fr1.2% r

2
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Table 2 shows that the average weekly work hours per employee have been shortened
by nearly three hours in the manufacturing field during the last decade and hourly
wages have increased 3.5 tirnes during the same period.

Table 2
AVERAGE WEEKLY SCHEDULED WORKING HOURS PER WORKER
(MANUFACTURING NOUSTRY)

hours : minutesi

A More tIian 100 ta 999 30 to 99 Hourlv Waqesverage
1 000 Workers WorKerS Workers for rererence)

1969 44 30 42 46 45 12 46 32 ‘2868 1
1970 44 02 42 07 45 05 46 : 53 335.9
1971 43 : 56 41 50 44 59 46 51 388.2
1972 43 44 41 : 31 44 46 46 48 451.7
1972 43 : 06 40 : 54 44 : 04 46 : 19 563.3
1974 42 : 00 40 : 00 42 : 43 45 : 25 7480
1975 41 : 35 39 42 32 10 45 : 11 866.6
1976 41 : 29 39 : 32 42 09 44 : 59 932.8
1977 41 35 39 : 39 42 15 45 : 13 1.016.0
1978 41 : 32 39 : 36 42 : 17 45 : 08 1.079.7
1979 41 25 39 : 29 42 06 45 : 03 1.121.3
1980 41 14 — — — 1,194.3

t.6 /V’
Source: 1in,szrv o Iaoor. Geriera Survev on Naoes ana Workna Houca Svstem.
Jotes: 1) For 1969 to 1971, iqures were est,matea bv Nikkeiren.

2) Wages ri the reference coiumn reoresent wages oer actuailv worked hour by
production workers ri manufacturing ndustry.

To cape with such changes, employers have introduced factory and office
automation and we are now entering the “robot age.’

Under these circumstances, employees are subjected to a high level of pressure
and stress which may lead to 10w motivation and even mental abnormalities.

For example, in an ou refinery, the only thing highly educated refinery
engineers have to do now is to simply watch a panel of gauges. However, they
are required to handle problems in an emergency by effectively utilizing their
skills and knowledge of refining technology. To relieve this tension and stress,
many companies have some light physical exercises outdoors twice a day and some
of them organize small groups to discuss better ways 0f managing their refinery
instruments and how ta better the quality of the refinery products (Q.C. circle
activities.)

3



In such a changing environment, Ergonomics obviously has a much more important

role to maintain and improve the quality 0f working life 0f employees. At the

same time, however, we should emphasize the aspects of employees’ mental and

psychological conditions to find ways for them to relax and to motivate them to

meet organizational requirements.

As stated above, for better job satisfaction for employees, we should not forget

to analyze the mental and psychological aspects of humans. Otherwise, we wiil

lose the effectiveness of Erqonomics.

The ILO has an advantage with many specialists in both fields of Ergonomics and

personnel management. We hope the ILO wiil integrate and harmonize Ergonomics

with ail aspects of the management of people, such as management innovation,

industrial relations, job design, job enrichment, etc.

With these ILO activities, we can envision our next step, that of achieving the

challenging objectives of PIACT.

4
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11 September 1982

ILO Asian Regional Workshop on the Role and
Potential of Ergonomics for Improvement of
Working Conditions and Environment, Singapore,
13 - 16 September 1982

Welcome to Singapore!

The following are the arrangements for the Workshop:

Registration of Participants

Monday, 13 September 1982 0900 am Registration
Counter (lst Fir)

Opening Ceremony

Monday, 13 September 1982 0930 am Conference Rm ‘.A’
(lst Fir)

ILO Reception

Monday, 13 September 1982 1730 pm - lst Floor Reception
1900 pm area
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e. ‘Phoon
A.M. (S’porc), MS., B.S. (Malaya),
F.F.C.M. (U.K.). F.R.C.P. (Edin.).

P.F. O:. Med. (London), F.R.C.P. (Glasg.),
F.R.C.P. (London), D.C.H. (England),

D.LH. (England), D.J.H.S.A. (London)
Professor And Head

Departmcnt of Social Medicine & Public Health Residence:
Facultyof Medicine Il, mn Tong PartUniversisy of S3ngapore
Outram Hill, Singapore 0316. Singapore 1026.
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6th July 1982

Professor W. 0. Phoon
Head Departrnent of Social Medicine
Faculty of Medicine
University of Singapore
OUTRAM HILL SINGAPORE 0316

Dear Pr Phoon,

I have learned with much pleasure that you are
the coorganizer, with Dr Purswell, of the Singapore Workshop
on Ergonomies. I enjoy this occasion to know your country and
your laboratory.

My contribution will arrive very late, for I am
informed only since a week, of the exact nature of the subject
I have to discuss.

Would you be so kind to reserve for me a single
room at the residence where we attend the meeting. I will arrive
sunday l2th Septernber and leave Friday morning (and flot evening
as it is written in my travel schedule). I would like also to
receive the naine, address and phone nurnber cf the residence.

I send you, under the saine cover, a book coinposed
cf a few papers of mine written or translated in english.

Truly yours,

A. Wisner

—

—.- -..



(t INTERNATIONAL LABOUR OFFICE

iiQi BUREAU INTERNATIONAL DU TRAVAIL

OFICINA INTERNACIONAL DEL TRABAJO

Adresse postale OH-1211 GENÈVE 22

Télégrammes INTERLAB GENÈVE

Télex 22.271 BIT OH

Téléphone direct: (022) 99.6.7.53
central: (022) 996111

Réf. BIT/ILO no p]jcy l-.0—l586

Votre réf, n°

Cher Professeur et Ami,

r-

L

Monsieur le Professeur A. Wisner,
Ministère des Universités,
Conservatoire national des Arts

et Métiers,
Département des Sciences de

lHomme au Travail,
41, rue Gay..Lussac,
75005 PARIS (France)

r

-J

Je vous remercie de votre lettre du 8 janvier 1982 dont
j’ai pris connaissance il y a à peine quelques jours et de
ltenvoi du fascicule d’antropotecbnologie que je compte lire
attentivement et j’en suis convaincu avec profit.

Lors de mon récent voyage à Meco, j’ai découvert que le
Gouvernement mexicain s intéresse au Colloque international sur
l’ergonomie et souhaiterait étudier la possibilité de l’organiser
au Mexique. Une réponse officielle nous sera envoyée dtici à la
mi-mai. Quant à l’Inde, le ministère du Travail s est déclaré
dans l’impossibilité de se charger de l’organisation de cette
réunion.

Vous recevrez dans les jours qui viennent ltinvitation offi..
cielle concernant votre participation à l’atelier sur 1 ergonomie
qui se tiendra à Singapour (l2-.l6 septembre 1982). Je vous remercie
dtavoir dtores et déjà accepté de nous aider.

Veuillez agréer, cher Professeur et Ami, l’expression de mes
sentiments cordiaux.

L/

G. Spyropoulos,
Ohef du

Département des conditions et
du milieu de travail.
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Monsieur A.S. SUNGAIMIN
MP Div - MINDEF
Personnel Research Dept
Departure Hall
Paya Lebar Airport
SINGAPORE 1953

Thank you for your letter of 7/12/82. I am flot sure to
have completely understood your question.

nyway, I send you a book where my last paper written in
english have been collected. Some are related to mental load and
fatigue. We have lot of other texte written in french; but I am
flot sure that you read my language.

With my best regards.

Truly your,

A. WISNER

L

/

4
22ndj2 1982

Dear Sir,
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:

IMMED1ATE
MPD.y-IND
Personnel Research Dept
Dearture Rail
PaaLebar rport

r SINGÂPORE 1953

Tel 2823333 Ft 370

PRO? A WISN
Ministere Des Universïtes
Conservatoire National des Arts et Metiers
I1aboratoire de Physioloe du Traxail
et D’ gonomie
41 Pue Gay—Lussac
75005, Paris
France

*i\i

-ei- J om .
Dear Prof A Wisner,

Â av’

I am a psycho1oLst working at Ministry of Defence,
Singapore. I have been doing a research on Skiil Fatigue and
Human Performances0 Unfortunately, there are very few studies,
lit erature or articles on such nature that can be found here.
Therefore, I hopêyou oould assist me on ay researoh by
s endi ng a copy cf your s tud.i. es ,if any, or relat ed articles in
theêe fields. Perhaps, you can also direct me as to who to
consuit in this particu.lar field. In addition, I have been
searching for a method ta measure “Skill Fatigue” or “Menti
Fatigue”.

I am looking forward to hear. from you in the near
future. Thanking you for your assistance.

NOJE: I got your address from ILO ASIAN RegLona]. Workshop
or Ergonomics Conference held in Singapore, 1982.

I r

Cable Address:

Your ReferenCe:

Our Reference: 4—0(5)/24

‘:.

Date: 7 Dec 82

f-’

REPUBLIC 0F SINGAPORE

h

Yours sinoerely,

ANDREAS S. SUNGAIMiN
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INTERNATIONAL LABOUR

BUREAU INTERNATIONAL

OFICINA INTERNACIONAL

OFFICE

DU TRAVAIL

DEL TRABAJO

4, route des Morillons, Genève

Adresse postale CH-1211 GENÈVE 22
Télégrammes INTERLAB GENÈVE
Télex 22.271 BIT CH

Téléphone direct: (022)
central: (022) 996111

Réf. BIT/lLO O PIACT 1—O—158—6

Votre réf, n°

F

L

Prof. A. Wisner
Ministère des Universités
Conservatoire National des Arts et

Métiers
laboratoire de Physiologie du Travail

et d’Ergonomie
41, rue Gay—lus sac
75005 PARIS

(Franc e) -J

Dear Professor Wisner,

I have pleasure in sending herewith the report 0f the Asian
Regional Workshop on the Role and Potential of Ergonomios for the
Improvement 0f Working Conditions and Environment which you attended
in Singapore last September.

I hope that you will find it useful for your future work in
this field. Purther copies are available if you should require them.

I should like to take this opportunity of expressing once again
my appreciation 0f your collaboration in yet another PIACT project
to achieve our common goals of the improvement o±’ working conditions
and environ.ment everywhere. I hope that we will have many more
opportunities 0f working together towards this purpose.

Yours sincerely,

G. Spyropoulos,
Chief,

Working Conditions and Environment
Department.
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ILO ASIAN REGIONAL WORKSHOP ON THE ROLE AND POTENTIAL 0F ERGONOMICSfHfL 2.
FOR IMPROVEMENT 0F UORKING CONDITIONS AND ENVIRONNENT, SINGAPOREf,Mfr •

________

-- 13—16 September 1982

LIST 0F PARTICIPANTS REPRESENTING

v 1-
INDIA

Mr S S Rarnaswamy Government
Deputy Director—General
Central Labour Institute
Government of India
Sion, Bomoay — 400022

Mr V M K Swamy Employer
Marketing Manager
The Scientitic Instrument Co Ltd
41O—11 Pragati Towers
Raer’dra Place, New Deihi 110 008
Intta

Mr D K Singh Worker
Honorary Secretary
Supt—Technicians Unit
Tata Workers Union (LN,T.U,C.)
17—K oad
Jarnshedpur 831001

INDONES lA

Dr Syukri Sahab Government
Directorate of Health and Hygiene
Departient of Manpower and Transmigration
No. 58, Jalan Haji Agus Salim
Jakarta Pusat
Indonesia

JAPAN

Mr M Mizuno Employer
Manpower Development Manager of Mobil
Sekiyu K.K.
1—7—2, Ohtemachi, Chiyoda--Ku
Tokyo
Japan

NEW Z!ALAND

!r :-.alph Ciriner Employer
Senior Adv3cate
Auckiand Provincial Employers’ Association
PO. Box 4053
Auckiand



2

PAKISTAN

Mr Attaullah Khan Worker
Chairman for NWFP Peshawar
Ail Pakistan Federation of Trade Unions Lahore
28 Nisbat Road Lahore

PHILIPPINES

Mr Divino M Atienza Government
Senior Industrial Safety Engineer
Ministry of Labor and Employment
6th Floor, Phoenix Bldg
Recoletos St. Intramuros, Manila
Philippines

Mr Francisco Yiade Worker
Second Vice President and Assistant Treasurer
North Harbour Labor Federation TUCP
1106—08 Marcos Road, Pier 6
North Harbor, Tondo, Manila
Philippines

SINGAPORE

Mr J Davamoni Worker
Secretary for Occupational Health & Safety
Singapore National Trades Union Congress
Trade Union buse, Shenton Way
Singapore 0106

Mr Ban Chow Employer
Singapore National EmployersV Federation
Units 1O01—10.04, lOth Floor
Tanglin Shopping Centre
Orchard Road
Singapore

OBSERVERS

Mr Omar S Albar
Singapore National Trades Union Congress
Trade Union bouse, Shenton Way
Singapore 0106

Mr Ong Keau
Singapore National Trades Union Congress
Trade Union bouse, Shonton Way
Singapore 0106

Mr Lim Cheng Phoe
Singapore National Trades Union Congress
Trade Union bouse, Shenton Way
Singapore 0106



V 3

OBSERVERS (Contd)

Dr Stanley Richardson
School of Management
National Unversity of Singapore
Kent Ridge
Singapore 0511

Dr Ong Choon Nam
Department of Social Medicine & Public Health
National University of Singapore
Faculty of Medicine
Outram Hill
Singapore 0316

Mr 0fer Bar
UNESCO Adviser
204G, Block B
Clementi Rond
Singapore 0512

Dr Tai Foong Leong
Head Personnel Research Department
Ministry of Defence
Paya Lebar Airport
Singapore 1953

Miss Elizabeth Nair
Ministry of Defence
Paya Lebar Airport
Singapore 1953

Miss Lim Eng Angeline
Ministry of Defence
Paya Lebar Airport
Singapore 1953

Dr Magdalene Chan
Deputy Director of Industrial Health Division
Ministry of Labour
5 & 7 Halifax Rond
Singapore

RESOURCE PERSONS

Prof A Wisner
Ministere Des Universites
Conservatoire National des Arts et. Metiers
Laboratoire de Physiologie du Travail

et D’Ergonomie
41 rue Gay—Lussac
75005g Paris,
France
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RESOURCE PERSONS (Cont9d)

Prof W O Phoon
Head of Departinent
Social Medicine and
National University
Faculty of Medicine
Outram Hill
Singapore 0316

Dr K Kogi
Research Chief
Institute for Science of Labour
1544 Sugao, Miyamae—Ku
Kawasaki 213
Japan

Prof A Manuaba
Department of Physiology
University of Udayana, Bali

/ Jalan P.B. Sudirman
( Denpasar

Indonesia

Dr R N Sen
Head of Departinent of Physiology

/ 92, A.P,C. Road

_-— 7 University of Ca1cutta Calcutta 700009

c2.. India

Mr J E Thurnian
Conditions of Work and Life Branch
ILO HQ
Geneva

Mr David Brown
Occupational Safety and Health Branch
ILO HQ
Geneva

DIRECTOR 0F WORKSHOP

Mr D H Brown, ILO HQ Geneva

ACADEMIC ADVISER TO WORKSHOP

Prof Phoon Wai—On, National University of Singapore

ILO REGIONAL OFFICES BANGKOK

Mr H Goto
Regional Adviser on Occupational Safety & Health

Mr B Sablin
Associate Expert on Occupational Safety & Health

Mrs Sal P Kumar
Administrative Assistant

Public Health Department
of Singapore
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6th July 1982

Professor W. 0. Phoon
Head Departrnent of Social Medicine
Faculty of Medicine
University of Singapore
OUTRAM HILL SINGAPORE 0316

Dear Pr Phoon,

I have learned with much pleasure that you are
the coorganizer, with Dr Purswell, of the Singapore Workshop
on Ergonomies. I enjoy this occasion to know your country and
your laboratory.

My contribution will arrive very late, for I am
informed only since a week, of the exact nature of the subject
I have to discuss.

Would you be so kind to reserve for me a single
room at the residence where we attend the meeting. I will arrive
sunday l2th Septernber and leave Friday morning (and flot evening
as it is written in my travel schedule). I would like also to
receive the naine, address and phone nurnber cf the residence.

I send you, under the saine cover, a book coinposed
cf a few papers of mine written or translated in english.

Truly yours,

A. Wisner

—

—.- -..



(t INTERNATIONAL LABOUR OFFICE

iiQi BUREAU INTERNATIONAL DU TRAVAIL

OFICINA INTERNACIONAL DEL TRABAJO

Adresse postale OH-1211 GENÈVE 22

Télégrammes INTERLAB GENÈVE

Télex 22.271 BIT OH

Téléphone direct: (022) 99.6.7.53
central: (022) 996111

Réf. BIT/ILO no p]jcy l-.0—l586

Votre réf, n°

Cher Professeur et Ami,

r-

L

Monsieur le Professeur A. Wisner,
Ministère des Universités,
Conservatoire national des Arts

et Métiers,
Département des Sciences de

lHomme au Travail,
41, rue Gay..Lussac,
75005 PARIS (France)

r

-J

Je vous remercie de votre lettre du 8 janvier 1982 dont
j’ai pris connaissance il y a à peine quelques jours et de
ltenvoi du fascicule d’antropotecbnologie que je compte lire
attentivement et j’en suis convaincu avec profit.

Lors de mon récent voyage à Meco, j’ai découvert que le
Gouvernement mexicain s intéresse au Colloque international sur
l’ergonomie et souhaiterait étudier la possibilité de l’organiser
au Mexique. Une réponse officielle nous sera envoyée dtici à la
mi-mai. Quant à l’Inde, le ministère du Travail s est déclaré
dans l’impossibilité de se charger de l’organisation de cette
réunion.

Vous recevrez dans les jours qui viennent ltinvitation offi..
cielle concernant votre participation à l’atelier sur 1 ergonomie
qui se tiendra à Singapour (l2-.l6 septembre 1982). Je vous remercie
dtavoir dtores et déjà accepté de nous aider.

Veuillez agréer, cher Professeur et Ami, l’expression de mes
sentiments cordiaux.

L/

G. Spyropoulos,
Ohef du

Département des conditions et
du milieu de travail.
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Monsieur A.S. SUNGAIMIN
MP Div - MINDEF
Personnel Research Dept
Departure Hall
Paya Lebar Airport
SINGAPORE 1953

Thank you for your letter of 7/12/82. I am flot sure to
have completely understood your question.

nyway, I send you a book where my last paper written in
english have been collected. Some are related to mental load and
fatigue. We have lot of other texte written in french; but I am
flot sure that you read my language.

With my best regards.

Truly your,

A. WISNER

L

/

4
22ndj2 1982

Dear Sir,
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IMMED1ATE
MPD.y-IND
Personnel Research Dept
Dearture Rail
PaaLebar rport

r SINGÂPORE 1953

Tel 2823333 Ft 370

PRO? A WISN
Ministere Des Universïtes
Conservatoire National des Arts et Metiers
I1aboratoire de Physioloe du Traxail
et D’ gonomie
41 Pue Gay—Lussac
75005, Paris
France

*i\i

-ei- J om .
Dear Prof A Wisner,

Â av’

I am a psycho1oLst working at Ministry of Defence,
Singapore. I have been doing a research on Skiil Fatigue and
Human Performances0 Unfortunately, there are very few studies,
lit erature or articles on such nature that can be found here.
Therefore, I hopêyou oould assist me on ay researoh by
s endi ng a copy cf your s tud.i. es ,if any, or relat ed articles in
theêe fields. Perhaps, you can also direct me as to who to
consuit in this particu.lar field. In addition, I have been
searching for a method ta measure “Skill Fatigue” or “Menti
Fatigue”.

I am looking forward to hear. from you in the near
future. Thanking you for your assistance.

NOJE: I got your address from ILO ASIAN RegLona]. Workshop
or Ergonomics Conference held in Singapore, 1982.

I r

Cable Address:

Your ReferenCe:

Our Reference: 4—0(5)/24

‘:.

Date: 7 Dec 82

f-’

REPUBLIC 0F SINGAPORE

h

Yours sinoerely,

ANDREAS S. SUNGAIMiN
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INTERNATIONAL LABOUR

BUREAU INTERNATIONAL

OFICINA INTERNACIONAL

OFFICE

DU TRAVAIL

DEL TRABAJO

4, route des Morillons, Genève

Adresse postale CH-1211 GENÈVE 22
Télégrammes INTERLAB GENÈVE
Télex 22.271 BIT CH

Téléphone direct: (022)
central: (022) 996111

Réf. BIT/lLO O PIACT 1—O—158—6

Votre réf, n°

F

L

Prof. A. Wisner
Ministère des Universités
Conservatoire National des Arts et

Métiers
laboratoire de Physiologie du Travail

et d’Ergonomie
41, rue Gay—lus sac
75005 PARIS

(Franc e) -J

Dear Professor Wisner,

I have pleasure in sending herewith the report 0f the Asian
Regional Workshop on the Role and Potential of Ergonomios for the
Improvement 0f Working Conditions and Environment which you attended
in Singapore last September.

I hope that you will find it useful for your future work in
this field. Purther copies are available if you should require them.

I should like to take this opportunity of expressing once again
my appreciation 0f your collaboration in yet another PIACT project
to achieve our common goals of the improvement o±’ working conditions
and environ.ment everywhere. I hope that we will have many more
opportunities 0f working together towards this purpose.

Yours sincerely,

G. Spyropoulos,
Chief,

Working Conditions and Environment
Department.
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ILO ASIAN REGIONAL WORKSHOP ON THE ROLE AND POTENTIAL 0F ERGONOMICSfHfL 2.
FOR IMPROVEMENT 0F UORKING CONDITIONS AND ENVIRONNENT, SINGAPOREf,Mfr •

________

-- 13—16 September 1982

LIST 0F PARTICIPANTS REPRESENTING

v 1-
INDIA

Mr S S Rarnaswamy Government
Deputy Director—General
Central Labour Institute
Government of India
Sion, Bomoay — 400022

Mr V M K Swamy Employer
Marketing Manager
The Scientitic Instrument Co Ltd
41O—11 Pragati Towers
Raer’dra Place, New Deihi 110 008
Intta

Mr D K Singh Worker
Honorary Secretary
Supt—Technicians Unit
Tata Workers Union (LN,T.U,C.)
17—K oad
Jarnshedpur 831001

INDONES lA

Dr Syukri Sahab Government
Directorate of Health and Hygiene
Departient of Manpower and Transmigration
No. 58, Jalan Haji Agus Salim
Jakarta Pusat
Indonesia

JAPAN

Mr M Mizuno Employer
Manpower Development Manager of Mobil
Sekiyu K.K.
1—7—2, Ohtemachi, Chiyoda--Ku
Tokyo
Japan

NEW Z!ALAND

!r :-.alph Ciriner Employer
Senior Adv3cate
Auckiand Provincial Employers’ Association
PO. Box 4053
Auckiand
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PAKISTAN

Mr Attaullah Khan Worker
Chairman for NWFP Peshawar
Ail Pakistan Federation of Trade Unions Lahore
28 Nisbat Road Lahore

PHILIPPINES

Mr Divino M Atienza Government
Senior Industrial Safety Engineer
Ministry of Labor and Employment
6th Floor, Phoenix Bldg
Recoletos St. Intramuros, Manila
Philippines

Mr Francisco Yiade Worker
Second Vice President and Assistant Treasurer
North Harbour Labor Federation TUCP
1106—08 Marcos Road, Pier 6
North Harbor, Tondo, Manila
Philippines

SINGAPORE

Mr J Davamoni Worker
Secretary for Occupational Health & Safety
Singapore National Trades Union Congress
Trade Union buse, Shenton Way
Singapore 0106

Mr Ban Chow Employer
Singapore National EmployersV Federation
Units 1O01—10.04, lOth Floor
Tanglin Shopping Centre
Orchard Road
Singapore

OBSERVERS

Mr Omar S Albar
Singapore National Trades Union Congress
Trade Union bouse, Shenton Way
Singapore 0106

Mr Ong Keau
Singapore National Trades Union Congress
Trade Union bouse, Shonton Way
Singapore 0106

Mr Lim Cheng Phoe
Singapore National Trades Union Congress
Trade Union bouse, Shenton Way
Singapore 0106
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OBSERVERS (Contd)

Dr Stanley Richardson
School of Management
National Unversity of Singapore
Kent Ridge
Singapore 0511

Dr Ong Choon Nam
Department of Social Medicine & Public Health
National University of Singapore
Faculty of Medicine
Outram Hill
Singapore 0316

Mr 0fer Bar
UNESCO Adviser
204G, Block B
Clementi Rond
Singapore 0512

Dr Tai Foong Leong
Head Personnel Research Department
Ministry of Defence
Paya Lebar Airport
Singapore 1953

Miss Elizabeth Nair
Ministry of Defence
Paya Lebar Airport
Singapore 1953

Miss Lim Eng Angeline
Ministry of Defence
Paya Lebar Airport
Singapore 1953

Dr Magdalene Chan
Deputy Director of Industrial Health Division
Ministry of Labour
5 & 7 Halifax Rond
Singapore

RESOURCE PERSONS

Prof A Wisner
Ministere Des Universites
Conservatoire National des Arts et. Metiers
Laboratoire de Physiologie du Travail

et D’Ergonomie
41 rue Gay—Lussac
75005g Paris,
France
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RESOURCE PERSONS (Cont9d)

Prof W O Phoon
Head of Departinent
Social Medicine and
National University
Faculty of Medicine
Outram Hill
Singapore 0316

Dr K Kogi
Research Chief
Institute for Science of Labour
1544 Sugao, Miyamae—Ku
Kawasaki 213
Japan

Prof A Manuaba
Department of Physiology
University of Udayana, Bali

/ Jalan P.B. Sudirman
( Denpasar

Indonesia

Dr R N Sen
Head of Departinent of Physiology

/ 92, A.P,C. Road

_-— 7 University of Ca1cutta Calcutta 700009

c2.. India

Mr J E Thurnian
Conditions of Work and Life Branch
ILO HQ
Geneva

Mr David Brown
Occupational Safety and Health Branch
ILO HQ
Geneva

DIRECTOR 0F WORKSHOP

Mr D H Brown, ILO HQ Geneva

ACADEMIC ADVISER TO WORKSHOP

Prof Phoon Wai—On, National University of Singapore

ILO REGIONAL OFFICES BANGKOK

Mr H Goto
Regional Adviser on Occupational Safety & Health

Mr B Sablin
Associate Expert on Occupational Safety & Health

Mrs Sal P Kumar
Administrative Assistant

Public Health Department
of Singapore
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